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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FITTING SMOOTH SURFACES 
TO AN AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION AND OTHER 
THREE -DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRIES 
Charlotte B. Craidon
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A digital computer program (D3400) that uses a three-dimensional geometric tech-
nique for fitting a smooth surface to the component parts of an aircraft configuration is 
presented. The resulting surface equations are useful in performing various kinds of 
calculations in which a three-dimensional mathematical description is necessary. 
Program options may be used to compute information for three-view and ortho-
graphic projections of the configuration as well as cross-section plots at any orientation 
through the configuration. These operations were implemented to validate the usefulness 
and versatility of the surface equations. Output from this program has been used to drive 
Calcomp, Gerber, and Varian plotters and for on-line display on a cathode-ray-tube device. 
The aircraft (Harris) geometry input section of the program may be easily replaced 
with a surface point description in a different form. Therefore, the program could be of 
use for any three-dimensional surfaáe equations. 
At the present time, the program can only be applied to relatively smooth surfaces; 
that is, there must be no abrupt changes in curvature. This deficiency is overcome to 
some degree by using the airplane component parts or, stated another way, by using a 
collection of surfaces.
INTRODUCTION 
Aerospace vehicles, automobiles, and ships are examples of objects which require 
smooth curved surfaces to establish their exterior shapes. An integral part of the design, 
development, and manufacture of these objects is the construction of surface models which 
can be analyzed for their interaction with the environment in which they are to operate. 
The most useful models from the point of view of versatility and exactness of definition 
are mathematical models. 
The simplest mathematical model of a three-dimensional surface is a set of planes 
which are defined by points and approximate the curved surface. In order to obtain an
accurate definition using a discrete set of planes, a large number of points on the surface 
must be defined. Preparing and manipulating the data which yield a planar approximation 
of a surface is laborious if an accurate definition is desired. Another difficulty with 
planar approximation occurs when cross sections or contours of curved surfaces are nec-
essary. Planar approximation yields a very rough cross section or contour unless an 
extremely large number of points are used to define the surface. 
In recent years a high-order accurate method for mathematical modeling of smooth 
three-dimensional surfaces has been developed. (See ref. 1.) This method is based on 
apprQximating an arbitrary surface by piecing together surface "patches." Each patch is 
defined by four boundary curves and is bicubic with respect to two parametric variables 
in the interior. A patch is therefore defined by four corner points, the first derivative of 
the corner points with respect to two parametric variables, and the cross derivatives of 
the corner points with respect to the parametric variables. The patch-equation definition 
yields a smooth representation of an arbitrary surface with relatively few points of defini-
tion. It also yields smooth approximations to cross sections and contour plots. 
The purpose of this report is to describe a computer program which is based on the 
use of sets of bicubic patches to define a relatively smooth surface. (See ref. 2.) In 
particular the data description for the program is oriented toward aircraft configurations. 
This allows the organization of data for the various components to be identical with the 
data used for several standardized aerodynamic analysis computer programs. (See ref. 3.) 
The aircraft data description has become known as the Harris Wave Drag geometry. 
The program can also be used to model arbitrary three-dimensional objects by 
using an alternate data input format. The data-point input to the program is not required 
to be equally spaced in any coordinate variable. However, there are some restrictions on 
the number of points in the descriptive lines for the same surface. 
A three-dimensional parametric cubic spline technique is used to curve fit the input 
data points roughly describing the surface. From the curve fit, the derivatives of the sur-
face patches with respect to the parametric variable at the corner points are established. 
The cross derivatives of the patch representations with respect to the parametric vari-
ables are not used in this program. The values of the corner points and the derivatives 
at the corner points constitute the information necessary to solve the patch equation. In 
this way 36 pieces of information are required to define a patch; however, only 12 pieces 
of information must be supplied as input. The remainder is determined from the spline 
fit. Appendix A describes the cubic spline fit technique and appendix B, the patch 
equations. 
The entire aircraft geometry or other three-dimensional object is converted into 
surface patch form. Each patch definition is identical in matrix structure which simpli-
fies the organization of the computer program and data base. (See appendix C.) All
computations, such as rotations, are performed directly on patch equations rather than on 
interpolated x-, y-, and z-coordinates. 
The computer program has the ability to display the orthographic projections of the 
input description of the surface and the enriched description of the surface based on the 
patch definition. (See appendix D.) The desired angles of orientation for viewing the 
surface are inputs to the computer program and the transformation based on these angles 
is applied to the patch definition. An option of the program tests the derivatives normal 
to the surface and deletes those points from the orthographic projection which are facing 
away from the observer. This option gives the program a partial hidden-line capability 
which works very well for convex closed surfaces. Figures 1 to 3 are examples of ortho-
graphic projections. 
The program is also capable of producing plots of the surface coordinates of a cross 
section at any desired orientation. (See appendix E.) Figures 4 to 6 are examples Of 
cross-section plots. The cross-section calculations consist of the simultaneous solution 
of the patch equations and the equation of a plane. The plane is defined by three points 
which are input to the program.
SYMBOLS 
A,B,C,D	 parametric cubic spline coefficients 
a,b,c,d	 plane equation coefficients 
B	 boundary matrix 
L	 chord length 
M	 blending function matrix 
M	 Mach number 
N	 surface normal vector 
P	 a vector whose components are functions of t 
points used to define a plane 
S	 component of surface patch equation
3
T	 diagonal vectors 
t	 independent variable in cubic equation 
u,w	 independent variables in patch equation 
V	 a vector whose components are functions of u and w 
v	 unit vector 
x,y,z	 coordinates of a point 
9	 pitch angle 
9	 roll angle for Mach plane orientation 
4)	 roll angle 
yaw angle 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The numerical model of the input airplane configuration is assumed to be symmet-
rical about the XZ-plane (positive Y-side) and may include any combination of components: 
wing, body, pods, fins, and canards. The wing is made up of airfoil sections, the fuselage 
is defined by either circular or arbitrary sections, the pods are defined similar to the 
fuselage, and fins and canards are defined similar to the wings. 
The configuration is usually positioned with its nose at the origin and with the length 
of the body stretching in the positive X-direction. 
The coordinate system used for this program is a right-handed Cartesian coordinate 
system as illustrated in sketch (a). 
Since the modeling technique expects to approximate a smooth surface, sufficient 
input data points with no abrupt changes in curvature should be supplied. A three-
dimensional parametric cubic spline technique is used for the patch boundary-curve def i-
nitions in which the coordinates are expressed as cubic functions of one variable. A 
series of adjacent polynomial segments between each given point is used to represent the 
curve. The length of each segment is used as the parameter and later normalized to 1. 
Linear segments are used when a line consists of less than three points. 
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XY 
Z 
Sketch (a) 
The cubic spline curve fitting subroutine uses a technique from a paper by Timothy 
Johnson of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is summarized in appendix A. 
The x-, y-, and z-coordinates of a surface patch are each single-valued cubic func-
tions of two parameters, u and W. The coefficients of these cubics are expressed in 
terms of end points and partial and cross derivatives with respect to the u and w 
parameters. The result is a parametric bicubic representation of three-dimensional 
surfaces. Sketch (b) shows a typical patch.
i o,	 i1,11,w 
0	 1,0 
U 
Sketch (b) 
Each patch equation requires 48 pieces of information. 
A summary of the bicubic surface patch equation form is given in appendix B and 
the storage file description of the surface patches is given in appendix C. 
The orthographic projections illustrated in this report are created by applying the 
three-dimensional rotation equations directly to the patch equations describing the body 
surface for plotting the aircraft at any desired viewing angle. The rotated patch equa-
tions are projected into the two-dimensional patch form of the paper plane. An enriched 
5
surface may be obtained from the rotated and projected patch equations by holding u 
constant and varying w from 0.0 to 1.0, then by holding w constant and varying u 
from 0.0 to 1.0. 
The orthographic plotting routine also includes a hidden-line option where the nor-
mal vectors are computed from the rotated and projected form of the patches. A positive 
normal vector indicates that the point is visible and a negative normal vector indicates 
that the vector points away from the viewer and thus is not visible. The method used for 
the orthographic projections is given in appendix D. 
Another routine has been written to compute and plot the surface coordinates of a 
cross section through the body at any desired orientation. The calculations consist of 
the simultaneous solution of the patch equations and the equation of a plane. The method 
is described in appendix E.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
LABELED COMMON 
The following list contains the FORTRAN variables appearing in labeled COMMON. 
COMMON	 FORTRAN Description label	 variable 
PATPLT
XMIN Minimum x-value for plotting 
XMAX Maximum x-value for plotting 
YMIN Minimum y-value for plotting 
YMAX Maximum y-value for plotting 
ZMIN Minimum z-value for plotting 
ZMAX Maximum z-value for plotting
NOBJ	 Total number of objects (or components) which 
could form an aircraft configuration 
THREED
ABCDE(8)	 Identification 
HORZ	 X-axis of the paper plane 
VERT	 Y-axis of the paper plane 
TEST 1	 Hidden-line option flag 
6 
COMMON	 FORTRAN Description label	 variable 
PHI Roll angle 
THETA Pitch angle 
PSI Yaw angle 
PLOTSZ Plot frame size 
TYPE Type of plot desired 
NOU Number of internal points for each patch in 
u-direction 
NOW Number of internal points for each patch in 
w -direction 
ISIDE Flag for plotting object or object and its mirror 
image 
KODE Flag for plot-option branch 
XSECT
ABCDE(8) Identification 
PPL1(3) Origin of cross-section plot and one point in 
three -point-plane definition 
PPL2(3) Second point in three-point-plane definition; 
or X-intercept, roll angle, and Mach number 
in plane-angle definition 
PPL3(3) Third point in three-point-plane definition 
PLOTSZ Scale factor 
HPAGE Horizontal paper origin 
VPAGE Twice the vertical paper origin 
INP Specifies kind of plane input 
NOU Number of points to interpolate for each patch 
in u-direction 
NOW Number of points to interpolate for each patch 
in w-direction 
ISIDE Flag for examining object or object and its 
mirror image
7 
COMMON	 FORTRAN 
label	 variable 
IPRIN 
KODE 
XSTAT 
THETR 
XMACH
Description 
Print code 
Flag for plot-option branch 
X-intercept for Mach plane 
Roll angle for Mach plane orientation 
Mach number 
OVERLAY ARRANGEMENT 
Program D3400 is set up in the overlay mode and sketch (c) illustrates the overlay 
arrangement.
Overlay (0,0) 
Sketch (c) 
The control program (0,0) calls in the other parts of the program as they are needed. 
The initialization overlay (1,0) reads cards defining the body surface, converts the input to 
actual units, and temporarily stores the surface description as a series of lines. Cubic 
8
spline fairing is performed on curved lines defining the body surface in overlay (2,0) and 
surface patch equations are constructed and temporarily stored. Overlay (3,0) generates 
orthographic plot information using the patch equations, and overlay (4,0) generates cross-
sectional plot information using the patch equations.
9
PROGRAMS AND SUBPROGRAMS

Program D3400 
Program D3400 (overlay (0,0)) is the control program. This program initiates 
loading and execution of other parts of the program as required. The flow chart and the 
FORTRAN statements for this overlay are as follows: 
10
OVERLAY(CdC, 0,01 
PROGRAM O3400(L1PUr2Q1,OUEPUI=2OL,TAPEI0=2OI, 
LTAPE5INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT ,TAP Eli 
C 
o	 03400 (SPADE) - SURFACE PATCH DEFINITION EQUATIONS 
C	 (CONVERTS A SURFACE POIN1 DESCRIPTION 
C	 10 THREE DIMENSIONAL SURFACE PATCh-f EQUATIONS) 
C	 PRURAMER - CHARLOITE B. CRAIDON 
C
CJMMUN/PATPL 1/ 
LXMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAA,LMIN,LMAX,NOBJ 
C
CC=3LC8C 
RECALL =ÔHREC ALL 
CALL PSEUDO 
RATE (6,20) 
20	 FURMAT LIHILUX,24HPRUbRAM 03400 (SPADE) - ,34HSURFACE PATCH 0EFINI 
ITION EQUATIONS///J 
C 
C	 INPUT SURFACE POINT DESCRIPTION AND PROCESS 
C	 FUR TAPE 10 AND FUR LABELED COMMON PATPL.T 
L
0	 CONTINUE 
CALL OVERLAY (CC,1,O,O) 
C 
C	 COMPUTE AND STORE PATCH EQUATIONS 
C
CALL OVERLAY (C3C92,U,0I 
C 
40	 READ (001 hYPE 
J	 FORMAT (14) 
IF (E1UELLE	 ) 90,60 
O	 uO EU (7U,d0,30) , ITYPE 
C
THREE ULMENA.ONAL PLOTS 
C 
70	 CUiiT IIUE 
CALL OVERLAY 4C3L,3,0,01 
GO TO 40 
C 
C	 CROSS SECTION PLOTS 
C 
bO	 CALL OVERLAY (CL,4,0,0) 
Cu 10 40 
50	 CALL NFRAME s CALL CALPLT(O.,0. 9 999) $ STOP 
C 
L	 END OF 03400 
END
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Program START 
Program START (overlay (1,0)) reads the configuration description cards and prints 
them, changes the input values to actual units where necessary, computes the minimum 
and maximum dimensions of the given configuration, and temporarily stores the airplane 
description as a series of lines. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this 
overlay are as follows: 
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UVERLAYIC8C, 1,01 
PROGRAM START 
L 
C	 INPUTS AIRCRAFT SURFACE DESCRIPTION, 
L	 FORMS INTO UESCRIPT EVE LINES wRITTEN UN TAPE 10, 
C	 AND COMPUTES MINIMUMS AND MAXIMUMS 
C
COMMON/ PAT PLT/ 
IXMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LMIN,LMAX,NODJ 
C
UIMtNSION bLOCK (7001 
C
DLMtNSLUN AAF(30),WAFORG(2094,AFQRO(20,3,30) ,TLORU(20,30) 
t1LJIVALENCt (bLUCK,XA,(LOCKt31),iAFURG), 
j(8L0CK4I1i.à,iAFUR0),(c,LOCKt19t11,TLUROJ 
C
DIMENSION XFUS13O,4I,LFUS(30,4),FUSARO(30,4),FUSRA0(30,4), 
LSFUS(30,30,) 
EQUIVALENCE (LUCK,XFUS1,thLOCK(121),LFUS1,(BL0CK(241),FUSARD), 
ILbLUCK13o11,FUSRADI9 (oLUCat(241) ,SFUSI 
C
DIMENSION PUDURL(9,3),XPUD(9,30),PODORD(9,30),XPOD1(9,30) 
EQUIVALENCE (LJCK,PUUUR,(L(JCic(2),XP00),(aLUCK(298),PULflJRO), 
1 (dLUCK(5o8) , APUOI) 
C
DIMENSION FjRU(o,2,4),Af1N16,101,FLNORD(6,2,1O), 
jFINA( t,2, £0) ,F INX.3( 6,2, 10) 
EQUIVALENCE (sLJCK,FINURG1,(8LOC$.(49),XFLN), (bLOCK(109),FINORD), 
L(BLUCK(229),FINX21,(BLUCKL349I,FINX3) 
DIMENSION CANUR,(2,214),XCAN(2,LO),CANORQ(2,291O), 
LCA'4URj(2,2,10),LANURX(292,10) 
tQUIVALENCE (OLUCK,CANURG),(LUCK(17),XCA1,(aLUCK(37),CANORO), 
ILaLULK(17) ,LAN(JRL) ,(ULUCK(117),CANUf(XI 
C
UjMENsIIJ4 4bCU) ,AbCJ(8) ,ANSIN(30),ANCOS(30),NAME(2) 
DIMENSION NRAUXt4),FORXt4) 
DIMENSION ALRT (31,3) 
DATA PI/3.14165/ 
C
REWIND 10 
10	 FORMAT (A10) 
0	 FORMAT (iXdAIO) 
30	 FURMAT 110F7.01 
C 
C	 READ ID CARD AND CARD OF CONTROL INTEGERS 
C
READ (,10.I AtiC 
IF (ENUFILE	 ) i.5,40 
5	 CALL NFRAME $ CALL CALPL1(O.,O.,999) $ STOP 
40	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6 9 50) AbC 
50	 FORMAT (23X,34HAIRCAFT CCNFIUURATIUN DESCRIPTIUN//IXdA10/) 
READ (5,10) AbCL) 
WRITE (b,bO) AUCU 
oO	 FORMAT (IX8AIQ/) 
DECODE. (12,1O,ACD) JU,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,NWAF,N4AFOR,NFUS9(NRADX(I 
1) ,NFORX(i) .1=1, 4 1. NP , NPOUOR , NF, Nf (NOR, NCAN ,NCANUR 
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70	 FORMAT (2413) 
C
WRITE (10) ABC 
NO8J=0 
C 
C	 REFERENCE AREA 
C
IF (J0.NE.L) 00 10 80 
REAL) (5,101 AÔCL) 
WRITE (6,201 AbC() 
C 
C	 WING 
C 
80	 JJIAS(J1) 
IF (JJ.NE.1) 00 10 290 
NIABS(NwAFOR) 
NREC=(N+9) /10 
Ii=-9 
12=0 
30 90 NN=L,PREL 
REAL) (5,10) ALU 
WRITE (6,201 4801) 
11=11+10 
12=12+10 
DECODE (70,30,AdLO) (XAF(I),111912) 
90	 CONTINUE 
00 100 11,NA-
READ (5,10) ABLE) 
WRITE (6,20) ABCU 
DECODE (2,30,ABCDI (wAFCRGII,J),J=L,41 
100	 CONTINUE 
IF (JI.LT.0) GU TO 130 
DL) 120 NN1,NvAF 
11=-9 
120 
00 110 N11,NREC 
REAL) (5,10) ACD 
WRITE (6,20) AbLt) 
11=1 1+10 
121 2+10 
DECODE (70,30,AbcU) (TLURU(NN,Ii,NI1,12) 
110	 CONTINUE 
120	 CONI INUE 
ou TO 10 
130	 10 140 1=1,NWAF 
00 140 K=1,N 
140	 TLURU(I,K)0. 
IsO	 L=1 
IF (NWAEUR...T.Ui L=2 
00 170 NN=1,NiAF 
1)0 110 1¼1,L 
I 
12=0 
DO 160 N1=i,NREL 
REAL) (5,10) ABCU 
WRITE ( 6 1 20) 4801) 
11=11+10 
I=12+10
15
UE&.O&JE (70,30,AbuI (WAFURU(NN,K,1I,I11,12) 
160	 CUNTIrjU 
170	 CofgTLu 
IF (NWAFUM.Lr.o) .,0 TO 190 
Du 180 NN = 1,NAi-
Do 100 K=1,N 
AdO	 AFURO(NN, 2,Kw4FURU(N, I ,K) 
190
	 CONTINUE 
N FOI = IABS NiAI-UR) 
NI=NVAFOR 
C
triANtjE TO ACTUAL UNITS, COMPUTE MINIMUMS AND MAXIMUMS C
00 210 11,NWAF 
,'tJ 
iWAFURG( 1, . 
Do 200 J1,NWAEi3R 
iAFURUIL,2,J)=_E*WAFO,JJ(I,2J+E3+TLURO(I) 
OO	
WAbzURU(L,3,J)AFuRG(1,II+E*XAf(J) 
210	 CONTINUE 
XMl XMA)(=VdAF0R1 ph 
YM4x = WAFORG( 1,2) 
Y?lIN = W4FuRu 1,2)
I, I, I) 
00 230 N1,4'4f 
XMAX=AM1(XMAX, wAfORC(N,3,NW)) 
XMIN=AMINL (XMLN,wAFuRD(N, 3,1)1 
YMAX= AMAXI(YMAA, wAFURGLN,2)) 
YMlN=AMINhyMLN,4Fo(N,2), 
00 220 NNh,N 
LMAX=AMAX1(LM4X,W4EURD(fINNJJ 
LMIN=AM IN! (LMLN, AFURD(N 
,2,tjj 220	 CUNTINUE 
2iU	 CONTINUE
C 
C	 WRITE LINE TAPE 
C
NC0MP.=LSNAME(11I0HWING 
WRITE (EO) NN PNLUMP, NAME ,NN,NN 
NUB J = NtiB J - 1 
00 280 1I,2 
WRITE (1u) NWAE,NAAFUR,N,NN,NN KKK( I—j)*(NW4fJRj) 
Ki((—j)**( 1+1) 
C 
C	 SETUP SPAISE 1LN5 
C
00 250 K=1,Nw41-UR 
00 240 NI,NWAf 
ALR TL N, 11= A FORD (N,3 , NN 
ALRT 
AL t T(N,3J =W4F0RU(N, I,NN) 240	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10) ((ALi(TIN,N3J ,NL,Nw4F) ,N.3=L,3) 
20	 CONTINUE 
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C	 SETUP STREAMWLSL LINES 
C
DU 210 NN=1,NwAF-
00 26i) K=1,NnAh-JR 
Ni+KK*Ic 
ALRI (K,L).jAFOKi)(NN,3,Ni 
ALR1(K,2)WAFUR.,(NN,2) 
ALRr(K,3I=WAFORULNN, L,N) 
	
260	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10) ((ALKT(N,N3),N19NW),N31,3) 
	
270	 CONTINUE 
	
20	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 FUSELAGE 
C 
	
290	 JJIABS(J2) 
IF tJJ.NE.1) 00 TO 590 
J2TE513 
IF (J2.EU. — I .AN0.J.EJ. — L) J2IEST=1 
IF (J2.E).-1.ANU.J6.E0.01 J2TEST=2 
IF (J6..1) J2IESE1 
J21 
U 410 N1-U1,NFUS 
NRADRAUX (NFU) 
USOR=Ni-UX(Nf U) 
NNFUSJR 
NKEC(N+)/10 
11=-9 
120 
DU 300 NI19NEL 
READ 15,i01 AOCL) 
WRITE (6,20) A6CD 
11=11+10 
12=12+10 
DECODE (70,30,ACD1 (xFUS(L,NFU)91119121
	
300	 CONTINUE 
IF (J2TESI.NE.2) GU TO 320 
11=-9 
12=0 
00 310 N11,NREC 
READ (5,101 ACO 
WRITE (6920) AoCt) 
11 = 1 1+10 
12=12+10 
DECODE 4i0,30,AC0) (LFUS( I,NFU) ,1=11,12)
	
310	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 340
	
320	 00 330 i=1,N 
	
330	 LFUS(L,NFUIO. 
	
340	 IF (J2TST.NE.3) GO TO 380 
NCARU (NRAD+91 /10 
00 370 LNI,N 
00 360 K192 
KKK+(NFU-1)*2 
11=10 
11=-9 
12=0
17
DO iSO NN=19NCAD 
If (NN.EQ.NCARL)1 IIMOIJtNRAD,10) 
IF (IL.EQ.0) 11=10 
11=11+10 
12=12*11 
REAL) 17,101 AÔCD 
RITE (6 1,20) SthCU 
UECUOE (70,30,ACU) (SFUS(1,LN,hcK),L=I1,12j 
350	 CONTINUE 
360	 CONTINUE 
70	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 410 
3d0	 L1=-9 
12=0 
00 390 N1=1,NREC 
READ (,10) AdCO 
WRITE (6,20) AbCD 
11=11+10 
12=12+10 
DECODE (1J,30,AC04 (FU5ARO(t,NFUJ,1=11,12) 
390	 CUNTL4UE 
00 400 119N 
400	 FUSRAD(I,NFU)=Sf(fUSe(U(I,AFU)/Pj1 
4.. 
410	 CUNT LIUE 
C 
C	 FUSELAGE MIN ANO MAX 
C
if (J1.'ft.0) GO TO 430 
XM1N=XFU( 1,1) 
XMAXXFUS( 1,11 
If (J2TEST.cQ.3) GO TO 420 
YMIN=FUSrAO( 1,1) 
YMAX=FtJSRAU( 1,11 
LMIN'FUSRA0(1,LJ+4FUS( 1,11 
LMAX=FUSAO( 1, 1)+LFUS(1, 1) 
GO TO 430 
420 YMAX=SFUs(1,t,1) 
YMLN=SFUS( 1 9 I t
 1) 
LMLNFU( It 1, 2 ) 
LMAXSFUS( 1,1,2) 
't30	 00 470 N=1,NEUS 
NA0=}A0X(N) 
Nl-USUK=iqFORXtNj
 
AMtN=AMi41 (XM1N, xF US (1, N)) 
XMAAMAX1 ( XMAX, XfUS( NFUSGR, N)) 
00 460 cN=1,NFUSGR 
IF (J2TESf.E.).3) GO TO 440 
YMAX=AMAXI t V MI4X, EU sRAU( NN ,N) I 
Yii1N=AM1N1(YM1N,ELJRAOLNN,N1) 
LMAX=AMAX1L AX, FUSRAO( NN ,N) *LFUS (NN, N) } 
LMLN=AM1N1(LMjN,—FUS(AD(NN,N)+LFUS(NN,N)I 
GO TO 4ó0 
440	 KK1f1N-1)*2 
DO 4J (=L,NkAU 
Y1'41N=AMINL(YMLN, SFUS(Nk,Ni'4,$Jc)1 
YMAX=AMAXI( YMAX, SF US(Nk , NN ,KK11 
LM=AMiNj(4Mfl',SFUS(NR,NN,KK+1)I 
+Q	 LMX=AMAXj(LMAX,SfUS(Nt4,NN,KK+1fl 
18
460	 CONTINUE 
470	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 WRITE LINE TAPE 
C
jJN=2IN1=1$NAME(1)=10HUSELAGE $NAME(2)=10H 
N0BJNOBJ4NF US 
00 580 NFU=1,NFUS 
NRAO-=Nlr(/OX(NFUJ 
NFUSNFOtU( (NáU) 
WRITE (LU) NL,JJN,NAME,N1,N1 
WRITE (101 NfUSW(,NltAU,N1,N1,N1 
NAN= N(AO 
IF IJ2TEST.Ew.3) GO TO 490 
FANG=(NkAD-11*2 
DELE6.2d3t853/FANG 
00 480 N19NAN 
4NSLN(N) = SIN(E*UELE+4. 1123891 
480	 ANC0S(N)=COS(E*UELE+4.1 123891 
490	 LONTINUE 
K1t(NFU-1)*2 
C 
L	 SETUP ST(EA11WISE LINES 
L
00 530 N1,NAN 
00 520 NN=L,NFuSUR 
ALT(NN, 1)XFUS( NN,NFU) 
IF (J2TEST.EJ.3) GO TO 500 
A LpJ ( NN,2) F USk AOL NN , NE U I * NCUS ( N) 
ou TO 1O 
50O	 ALRTINN,215fU5(N,NN,KKI 
ALKI (NN, 3)=SFUS(N,NN ,KK+1J 
510	 CONTINUE 
20	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10) ((ALRI(N,N3),N=I,NFUSURI,N3=1,31 
530	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SETUP LINES AROUND 600Y 
C
00 j10 Ni,NfUSUe 
03 560 NN=1,NAN 
ALRT (NN,I)XFUs(N,NFUI 
If cJ2rLsT.tQ.31 GO TO 540 
ALRT tNN,2)=FUSRwLN,NFU1*ANCOS(NN1 
ALRT (NN, 3IFUS O( N, NFU) *ANS IN( NN) +LFUS (N, NF U) 
GO 10 553 
540	 ALR[(NN,2ISFUSLNN,N,Kt'J 
ALKJ(NN,31SFUS(NN,N,Ki+1) 
550	 CONTINUE 
560	 C6N1Li'UE 
wi(LTE (131 ((#J1(N,N3) ,I' .= 1,NAN1 ,N3=1 ,3) 
slO	 CONTINUE 
580	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 NALELL.ES 
C
19
5', 0 
oQO 
olO 
620 
C. 
1. 
C
CONTINUE 
IF (J3.Nt.L) UO TO 
N=NPIJOOR 
NREC=(N+9)/L0 
0062 0 Nf1=1,NP 
kEAo (5,10) ALCO 
WRITE (6,201 AbOL) 
UECUOE (21930,A13CD) 
11=-9 
120 
00 600 NLI,NREC 
READ ( 5 9 10) AtCD 
WRITE (6,20) AbCO 
11=1 1+10 
I 2-I 2+10 
DECODE (10,30,ABCD) 
CUNT INIJE 
I 1=-
12=0 
00 610 N11,NREC 
READ ( 5 1 10) AiCEJ 
WRITE (6,201 AbCD 
11=11+1u 
12=12+10 
OECUUE (10,30,Ak3CO) 
CONTINUE 
CUNT INUE
730 
(PUDORG(NN, 11,1=1 ,3) 
(XPOO(NN, 1),1=11,12) 
f0UGR0 (MM, (1,1=11, 12 
COMPUTE ACTUAL X,MINIMUM,MAXIMUM 
00 630 N1,NP 
00 630 NN=1,NPth0tJR 
030 xpUD1(N,NN)=X0u(N,N)+Pu0ORGLN,1) 
IF (J1.NE.0.Ok.J2.NE.0) GO TO 640 
XMII'I=XPOUI(L,l) 
XMAX=XPOO.1(1 ,NPUOuR) 
YMIN=P0LiURG(1,2)+P000KDL 1,1) 
YMAX=P000RG( 1,2)+P000RO(1,1) 
LIIIN=P000Ro(1,31-P000RO( 1,1) 
ZMAX=P000RG( 1,3)4-P000RO(1,1) 
640	 00 oôO N1,NP 
MIN=AMIN1(XMIN,XPtJD1(N, 111 
XMAX=AMAX1 IXMAX, XPUDI (N, tPODOR) I 
00 650 NNI9NP000R 
YMIN=AMINI( YMIN, P000RU( N , ) + P000RG( N,2) I

YMAX= AMAX it V MAX , P000RO( N , NM) + P000RG(N ,2 I I
LN=AML Nit Z MIN, PODUR, t M,3 )-P000RU( N, NM)) 
650	 LMAX=AMAXI(LMAX,P000RGLN,31+P000RO(N,NN)I 
oáO	 CONTINUE 
DATA NAN2/4/,PLPL/4.712389/ 
NANG 1NAN2+1 
NANG2 = 2*NAN2+ I 
FANG=NAN2*2 
DELE=6.2831853/FANG 
00 670 N.i,NANG2 
E=N-1 
EE=E*)ELE 
ANSINLNI=S IN(EE+PIPL) 
670	 ANCOSLNI=COS(EE+PIPL) 
20
C	 wRITE LINE TAPE 
C
JJN3NAME(1)=10HPO0S	 $NAME(2)10H 
N08JN0bJ+NP 
00 120 NPI1,NP 
If LP000RG(NPL,2).EQ.0.) 1=1 
WRITE (10) I,JJN,NAME,I,I 
Du 120 1=112 
IF (I.E.2.AN0.PUUUkG(Ne192).EQ.0.) GO TO 720 
WRITE (it.)) NPOUUR,NANt1,!,I,I 
C 
C	 SETUP STREAMWISE LINES 
C
00 690 K1,NANGI 
NN=L 1-11*NAN2fK 
Do 680 N=l,NPUO(JR 
ALRE ( N, 11=XPOt.) ( iP1, N) *P000RGt NP 1, 1) 
ALk1(N,21POi)URu(NP1,N)*ANCOS(NN)$-PQDORGttbP1,2) 
ALRT(N,3)=P000k0(NPL,N)*ANSLN(NN)+P000RO(NPI,3) 
adO	 CONTINUE 
wRITE (10) ((ALRT(N,N3J,N1,NP000R),N31,31 
690	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SETUP LANES AROUNU PODS 
C
00 110 N1,NP000R 
00 703 K1,NA'401 
NN= i I-1)*NAN2+K 
ALRT (K, 1i = XPOU( NPI, N)+P000RO t NP 1, 1) 
ALRT(K,2P000R0(NPI,NJ*ANCCJS(NN)+P000Rt,(NPI,2) 
ALRi(K93)=P0DURU(NP1,N)*ANSINtNNI+POUOkG(4P1,3) 
100	 CCNTI\IUE 
WRITE (10) ((ALKT($,N3),K1,NANG1),N3=1,31 
110	 CONTINUE 
120	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 FINS 
C 
130	 CONTINUE 
IF (J4.NE.L) GO TO 890 
N= NF (NOR 
00 740 NNI.NF 
READ (5,10) A8CO 
WRITE (o,20) A8CU 
DECUUE (6,30,AdC01
	 (FINORG (NN , I , J), 3= 1,41, 1= 1, 2) 
READ (5 9 10) AdCO 
WRITE (6,20) AdGU 
DECODE (10,30,AC0i (XFIN(NN,11,I=1,N) 
READ (5,10) A8CD 
WRITE (6,20) AbCD 
DECODE (1U,30,A8CD) (F INIJRU(NN, 1 ,J1 ,J1 ,Nè 
140
	
CONTINUE 
C 
C
	
CHANGE TO ACTUAL UNIlS, COMPUTE MINIMUMS AND MAXIMUMS 
C
21
DO 160 LQ=1,Nf 
DO loU 1=1,2 
J=3— I 
E=.0j*Ii0RGtLU,J,41 
E2=F INQR,(LGA,J ,21 
00 750 K=i,NfLNUR 
EE=F LNORU(LQ,1 , lc)*E 
F.[NOR0(L'., J, KI=E2+EE 
FINX2(LQ,J,K1=E2—EE 
150	 FLNA3(LU,J,K)=FINORG(LQ,J,1)+E*XFLN(LQ,K1 
760	 CONTINUE 
C
IF IJI.Nt.0.UR.J2.NE.O.0k.Ji.NE.0) GO 10770 
XMIN=FINOi&G( 1,1,1) 
XMAX=FINURG( 1,1,1) 
YMIN=FINORGL 1, 1, 2) 
YMA)(=FLNURG( 1,1,21 
ZMItt=F INURG (1,1,3) 
MAX=FINURG( I t 1,3) 
770	 00 780 N=L,NF 
ZM IN= AMI1 (LM IN, fINURG(N,j,3) I 
LMAX=4MAXI(ZMAx, FINORG(N ,2,31 I 
00 780 N2=1,2 
XMIN=AMIN1tXM1N,&INORG(N,N2,1) 
XMAX=4MAXI(XMAX,FINX3(N,N2,NFLNOR)1 
00 780 NN=19NFINOR 
YMIN=AMLN1(YMIN,fINX2(,N2,NN)I 
YMAX=AMAXI(YMAX,FINOku(N,N2,NN)) 
780	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 iRlTE LINE TAPE 
C
JJN=4NA'4Et1)=10HFINS	 NAME(2J=10H 
NU8JNUBJ+N& 
NK2 2 
00 880 NF1I,NE 
1=2 
IF (FLNURGLNFI,1,2).EQ.0.) 1=1 
WRITE (101 I,JJN,NAiE,1,L 
00 810 NN21, 
IF tNN2.E.2.ANU.FIN0RGtNb-L,L,2I.EQ.0.1 GO TO 870 
WRITE (LU) NFINUR,'K2,l,L,1 
11=1 
12=2 
IF (NN2.EU.1) 00 TO 790 
I L=2$12=i 
190	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SETUP hURLLUNTIL LINES 
C
00 810 N1,NFINU. 
ALRT0N,LJ=F1NX(NF1,IL,N) 
ALRT(N,3J=FINORu(NF1,L1,3) 
Ir (NN2.c.21 Go TO 800 
ALRT(N,2)=F1NURU(Nf1,11,N) 
GO TO 810 
800	 ALRTIN,21=FINX2(NFI, I1,N) 
810	 CONTINUE 
22
WRITE 1101 ((ALT(N,N3),N=1,NFIN0R),N31,3) 
DO 830 N=19NFINtJR 
ALRT (N, 1) =11 Nx3( NE 1, 12, N) 
ALRI I N, 3) .=E I NURG( NFl, 12, 31 
IF (NNZ.Ew.2) GU 10 820 
ALRT ( N,2) =F INORD (NFL , 12, N) 
&0 TO 830 
820	 ALRT LN,21.FLNA2(NFLi12,N) 
830	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10) ((ALRT(N,N3) ,N=1,NEINCJR),N3=1.33 
C 
C	 SETUP VERTICAL LINES 
C
00 860 NNL,NFINUR 
ALRT (1,IIEINX3(NFI, Ii, NNI 
ALRT (2, I) =*INX3( NE 1, 12, NN) 
ALItT(1,33=FIN0Rt,U'W1, 11,33 
ALkT(2,31iN0k,(NF1,I2,31 
IF (NN2.EQ.2) Gd TO 840 
ALRT(i,21=EINOR0UNEL,11,NN) 
ALR1(Z,2)=F1NUR0(NF1,12,M) 
GO TO 850 
840	 ALRT(1,2)FINX2(NFI, I1,NN) 
AL.f(T (2 ,2) =FINX2( NFL, 12, NNI 
850	 WRITE (10) ((ALRT(N,N3),N1,23,N3=1,31 
oóO	 CONTINUE 
870	 CONTINUE 
880	 CONTINUE 
L 
C	 CANARdS 
C 
d90	 CONTINUE 
IF (J5.NE.1i GO TO 1080 
N=IABS( NC A NOR) 
00 920 NNL,NCAN 
READ L,LU) A8CJ 
WRITE t6 1 201 AbCO 
UECUoE 16,30,A8C0) ((CANORG(NN,L,J),J = L,(t), 1=1,2) 
kEAU (,10J A8LO 
WRITE (6,20) 4i3CL) 
OECuUE (70,30,A8C0I (XCAN(NN,I),I=1,N) 
REAd (5,i01 A8LO 
WRITE (6,20) AbCU 
DELUDE (10,30,48C0) LLANGRO(NN91,J),J1,Ni 
IF (NLANUR.L1.0) GO TO 910 
00 900 J=1,N 
900	 CANURI(NN,19J)CANORU(NN919J) 
GO TO 920 
910	 READ (5,10) A8C&) 
WRITE (6,201 ABCi) 
uECUUE (10,30,A8CDI (CAN0RI(NN,1,J1,J'1,N3. 
920	 CONTINUE 
NCANUI I ABS(NCANOR.) 
NC NC A NO K 
CHANGE TO ACTUAL ONUS, LCMPUTE MINIMUMS AND MAXIMUMS
23
DO 950 NN1,NC4i	 - 
00 940 K=192 
1 = 3-K 
E=.01*CAN(JRG(NN, 1,41 
E3=CANLJRG( NN, I ,3) 
00 930 J=1,NCANUR 
CAi'W(D INN , I, J1*CANORO( NN, 1, J) 9-E3 
C ANUI(1 INN, I:.)	 E*CANOR IL NN, 1,J ) +E3 
930	 CANOA(NN,I,JCANUkG(NN9I91)IE*XCAN(NN,J) 
940	 CONTINUE 
950	 CONTINUE 
IF LJI.NE.0.Uk.J2.NE.0.Uk.J3.NE.0.OR.J4.Nh.0) 
XMIN=CANUf&X( 1, 1, 1) 
XMAX=CANURX( 1,1, NCANUR) 
YMIN=CANORGL 1,2,2) 
YMAX=CANORG( 1,2,2) 
ZMINCANORI( 1,1,11 
LMAX=CANURO( 1,1,1) 
960	 DO 990 NCA=1,NCAN 
YMjN=4MIN1(yM1N,CANOKG(iCA,t,2)) 
YMAX=MAX1 (YMAX, CANtJRG(NCA, 2,2)) 
00 980 '2=1,2 
XMIN=AMJNI(XMIN,CANOkX(NCA,N2,1)) 
XMAX=4MAX1LXMAX,C4N(X(NCA,N2,NCANQp)) 
00 970 N414•=1,NCA0k 
Li41N=A4INj 4 LMLN, CANORL ( NCA,N2 ,NN)) 
970	 LMAX=AMAX1(LMAX,CANORD(NCAPN29NNfl 
980	 CONTINUE 
990	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 WRITE LINE TAPE 
C
JJN=5$NAME(1)=1OHCANARD 	 $NAME(2)=10H 
i08J=NO8J+NC4N 
NK22 
DL) 1070 NCA1,NCAN 
WRITE (10) NK29JJN,NAME,NK29NK2 
00 1060 1=1,2 
WRITE (10) NK2,NC,NK2,NK2,NK2 
KKK( L-1)*(NC+1) 
KKL-L)**(I+1) 
C 
C	 SETUP SPANLSE LINES 
C
Ut) 1020 K1,NC 
NNKKK+KK* K 
00 1010 N2=1,2 
ALRILN2, 1)=t.ANURX(NCA,N2,NN) 
ALI(T (N2,21=CANUt(G(NCA, N2, 23 
It- LI.tw.2) GO 10 1000 
ALRf(N2,3)=CANOR(NCA,N2,NNj 
GO TO 1010 
1000 ALRT(N293)=CANURI(NCA,N2,NN) 
1010 CONTINUE 
WRITE (103 ((ALRI(N2,N3) ,N2=1,2) ,N3=1 ,3) 
1020 CONTINUE
GO TO 960 
24
C 
C	 SETUP TU srREAMwtsE LLNS 
C
00 1050 c421,2 
00 1040 N=1,f1C 
J=KYK4KK*N 
AL(T tM,1)CtNURX(NCA,NZ , 
ALRT1t,2)CAf0RG(NCA,N2,2 
IF (1.E(.fl GO 10 1030 
ALRTtN,3)CAORU(NCA ,N2 , J) 
GO TO 1040 
1030 ALRT(N,3)CANUR1(NCA,N,fl 
1040 C0Ni1UE 
WRITE 110) ((ALRr(N,N3J,N1,NC,N31,3) 
1050 CUNTLNUE 
1060 COTLNU 
1010 CO'T1UE 
IOBQ CUTINUE 
RETURN 
C 
C	 E0 OF START 
C
END
25
Program SURF 
Program SURF (overlay (2,0)) is the control program for constructing surface patch 
equations. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this overlay are as follows: 
P^Ogr- SURF 
V 
CIVERLAY(C8C,2,01 
PROGRAM SURF 
C	 CALLS A SUBROUTINE TO CCMPUTE PATCHES 
C	 ANU CUNTRULS WRITING OF PATCH TAPE 
C
CUMMCN/PATPLT/ 
I XMIN , XMAX, YM IN, MAX, ZM IN, LMAX ,NLJoJ 
DLME;4SiUN AÔCtdI 
RE*INO 7 
REWIND 10 
READ (10) AbC 
CALL RECOUT t7,290,ABC,198,11 
CALL RELuLJT (1, L,0,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,LMLN,LMAX,NU3J) 
DJ 20 11,NOBJ 
READ (10) NSURk9J2,J3,J9J5,J6 
CALL RECUUT (i,1,0,NSURF,J2,J3,J4,J, JO) 
Du 10 N=19NSUKF 
READ (10) NCOL,i'4RUW,N3,N4,N5 
CALL PACH tNCUL,NRU9N3,N4,N5) 
10	 CONTINUE 
20	 CONTINUE 
tNt) FILE 7 
RETURN 
END 
26
Subroutine PACH 
Subroutine PACH computes surface patch equations from the given grid information 
describing a surface. The patch equations are stored for further use. The flow chart 
and the FORTRAN statements for this subroutine are as follows:
SUE$t(UUTIE PACH (NLD,NLS ,L 1, L2,L3) 
£ 
C	 CONSTRUCTS SURFACE PATCHES WITH THE CI)MPUNENTS 
C	 EXPRESSED AS CUBIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO PARAMETERS IU AND W 
C	 ANi) WRAEES ON TAPE 
C
DIMENSION PA[CHt4,4, 3i,COEFI(31,4,3),COEF2-(31,4,31 
DIMENSION SLOPL131,31,3),XMA1(44),ALINEL31 9 3i ,ELEN(31),PAT(4,41 
DATA  
11. ,-2. , I., U., I. ,-•-1. , 0., 0. / 
DATA iMAXN/31/,EPS/.00001/ 
NLNLU-1 
N2NLs-1 
CALL RECOUT t7,1,0,N1,N29LI,L2,L31 
C 
C	 CJMPUTE PARAMErRIC SLOPES IN w UIECT40N 
C
DO 10 N1,NLS 
READ (10) ((ALjiE(rN,Nfl ,NN=1,NLD) ,N3=L,31 
C 
C.	 CHECK IF CUiLC FAIRING POSSIbLE 
L
IF tNLU.LT.31 G) TO 20 
C 
C	 CHECK FUR A POINT 
C
NLNLL)-I 
DL) 10 NN1,NL 
E1Aas(ALINE(NN,1)-AL1NE(NN+1,I)3 
ALINE INN, 21-AL (NE ( NN4I,2)1 
E3=AUS(ALLNE(NN,3)-ALINE(NN*L,3)) 
IF (EL+E2+E3.LE.EPSI 00 TO 20 
10	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
C	 COMPUTE LINEAR SLOPES 
C 
20	 DO 30 NNI,NLD 
DO 30 113193 
SLOPE ( NN,N ,N31=ALINEI 2, N3 )-AL INEL 1, N31 
30	 CONTINUE 
GO 10 10 
C 
C	 COMPUTE CUoIC SPLINE SLOPES 
C 
40	 CALL SPFIT (MAXN,NLD,ALINE,ELEN,COEFI,I1,0,12,EK,CP,13,14) 
NL=NLD-1 
DO 50 NN=19NL 
00 50 N31,3 
SLOPE (NN,N,N3).0EFI(NN,3,N3) 
5u	 CONTINUE 
Ut) 60 N3=1,3 
SLUPE(f'JLO,N,N3)3.*COCFUNLO-I,1,N31+2.*COEF.1(NLD-I,2,N31+COEFI(NL 
10-1, 3,N3l 
60	 CONTINUE 
70	 CONTINUE 
C 
28
C	 COMPUTE PARAMETRIC SLOPES IN U DIRECTION 
C	 FORM PATCHES AND WRITE TAPE 
C
REAL) (101 ((ALLNE(NN,N3),NN1,NLS),N3=1,31 
C 
C	 CHECK IF CUBIC FAIRING POSSIBLE 
C
IF INLS.LT..31 GO TO 90 
C 
C	 CHECK FOR A POINT 
C
NL=NLS-1 
00 80 NN1,NL 
E1.=AbS(ALlN(NN,1)-ALiNtLNN*1,1fl 
E2ABS(ALINE(NN,21-ALINEU'N+1,211 
E3=AbStALLNE(NN,3)-ALINE(NN+I,311 
IF (E1*-E2*L3.LL.EPS) GO TO 90 
80	 CONTINUE 
GO TU 110 
C 
C	 COMPUTE LINEAR SLOPES 
90	 DO IOu N=1,NLS 
00 100 N3=193 
COEF it NN,3 ,l43) =ALINE (2, N.3)-AL 1Et 1, N3 
CUEF1(NN,4,N31ALINL(NN,N3) 
100	 CONTINUE 
GO TO iO 
110	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 COMPUTE CUBIC SPLINE SLOPES 
C	
CALL SPFIT (MAXN,NLS,ALINE,ELEN,COEEL,KI,0,K2, EP,CP,K3,K4) 
00 120 N31,3 
CUEFl(NLS,3,N3).*COEf1(NLS1,1,N3)+2.*C3EF1(NLS_1,2,N3)Ol( 
IS-1#303) 
CuI(NLS,4,N3)COEF1tNLS_l,1,N3)+C0EF1tNLS-1,2,N3C0 S.3t 
1N3i+COE& 1(NLS-1 , 4,N31 
120	 CONTINUE 
130	 CONTINUE 
00 290 N=2,NLD 
READ (101 ((ALINEtNN,N3è,NN=I,NLSI,N3=1,3) 
IF (NLS.L1.3) Go TO 150 
NLNLS-I 
DO 140 NNI,NL 
E1=ithSLALINE(NN91)ALINE(N+1,1)1 
E2AbStALINEtNN,2I-ALINE(NN+1,2)1 
E3AStALLtE(NN,3)-ALINE(NN*1,3)I 
IF (E1+E2*E3.LE.EPS) GO TO 150 
140	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 170 
10	 00 160 NN1,NLS 
DO 160 N31,3 
COEF2(NN,3,N3)ALINE(2,N3)ALLNEL1,N31 
COEF2(NN,4,N31ALINEtNN,N31 
100	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 190
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170	 CALL SPáIT (MAXN ,NLS, AL INE,ELEN,COEF2,K1,O,K2,EP,CP,K3,K41 
DO 180 N3-193 
CUEF2(NLS,3,N3)=J.*COEF2(NLS-1,I,N3)+2.*COEi2(NLS-1,2,N3)+COEF2(NL 
LS-1939N3) 
CO2(NLS,p,N3)=CUEF2(NLS-1,I,N3)+COEF2(NLS-1,2,N3)+COEF2LNLS—I,3, 
1N3a+COf2(NLS— I. 4,N3) 
180	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 STORE PATCHES 
C 
190	 00 270 L=2,NLS 
DO 210 N3=1,3 
00 200 M=I,2 
MM=MOD(M,2) 
LL-=L—#4M 
PArCHtM,l,N3J=cUEF1tLL,4.r31 
PATCH(M,2,N3)=CUEF2(LL,49N3) 
PATCH(M, 3,N3)sLUPL( N— I ,LL ,N31 
PATCH(M,4,N3)=SLOPE(N,LL,N3) 
PATCHtM+Z,1,N3J=C0E-1(LL,3,N3 
PATCH(M+2,2,N31=COEF21LL,3,N31 
PATCHLM+2, 3,N30. 
PATCHM+2,4,N3J =0. 
200	 CONTINUE 
210	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 COMPUTE PATCH IN FORM CF S=MBM(IRANSPOSE) AND WRITE ON TAPE 
C
00 260 N31,3 
00 230 14=1,4 
00 230 J41,4 
SO t4 0. 
DU 220 1(4=1,4 
220	 SOM=SUM+XMAT114,X4)*PATCF(K4,J4,N3) 3Q	
PAT(14,J4)=SUM 
C
00 250 14194 
00 250 J4=194 
SUMO. 
00 240 K41,4 
240	 SUM=SUM+PAT( 14,K4)*XMAI(J4,K41 
250	 PATCH(I4,J4,N3SUM 
200	 CONTINUE 
CALL RECOUT L1,2,O,PAICH,1,48911 
270	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 MOVE COEFFLLIENTS 
C
00 280 N3=1,3 
00 280 N4=l,4 
00 2tSO No1,NLS 
CUEFi(I'lN,N4,113)COEI2(1,tN,N4,N3) 
260	 CONTINUE 
290	 C0NtLUE 
RETURN 
E NO 
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Subroutine SPFIT 
Subroutine SPFIT uses a parametric cubic spline curve fit technique with optional 
enrichment of the given input curve. The method is explained in appendix A. The 
description, flow chart, and the FORTRAN statements for this subroutine are as follows: 
Language: FORTRAN 
Purpose: SPFIT is a parametric cubic spline curve fit subroutine. Parametric coeffi-
cients are computed to approximate a cubic spline curve through a three-dimensional 
set of input points describing a curve, and, optionally an enriched curve is computed. 
Use: CALL SPFIT (MAXN, N, PNT, ELEN, COEF, NFIT, MAXSP, II, EPS, CPT, Ki, K2) 
MAXN The maximum number of input points allowed as stated in the 
dimension statement of the calling program. 
N The number of input points; 	 4	 N	 MAXN. 
PNT A two-dimensional array of the consecutive points describing the 
three-dimensional (X,Y,Z) input curve. 
ELEN A one-dimensional array used by the subroutine for the chord lengths 
between each consecutive pair of input points. 
COEF A three-dimensional array used by the subroutine for the parametric
cubic spline coefficients. 
NFIT	 A number of interpolated points to be computed between each pair of 
given points as specified by the user. 
MAXSP	 The maximum number of points allowed in the enriched curve as 
stated in the dimension statement of the calling program. If 
MAXSP is 0, only the cubic spline coefficients are computed and 
the calculation of the enriched curve is omitted. 
II	 The total number of points in the enriched curve calculated by the 
subroutine. 
EPS	 A small number supplied by the user which is used to check the sec-
ond derivative at each point of the faired curve. The point will be 
omitted if the absolute value of the second derivative is less than 
EPS. An EPS of 0.0 will cause all the interpolated points to be 
retained. 
CPT	 A two-dimensional array used by the program for storage of the 
enriched curve.
31 
Ki	 An integer supplied by the user. If K1=1, retain all the input points. 
If K1=2, include input points in second derivative test. 
K2 An integer supplied by SPFIT as an error code. If K2=1, normal 
return. If K2=2, error return when the number of interpolated 
points exceeds the allowable storage (MAXSP). 
Restrictions: SPFIT has been written with a variable dimension statement, and the 
following must be dimensioned in the calling program: PNT(MAXN,3), ELEN(MAXN), 
COEF(MAXN,4,3), CPT(MAXSP,3). If the coefficient-only option is used (MAXSP=O), 
dummy entries for NFIT, II, EPS, CPT, Ki, and K2 must be included in the calling 
sequence. The input curve must not include any consecutive duplicate points. 
Subroutine
SPFIT 
Compote M' ' 
lengths 
for each 
I	 Solve 
Itridiagonal 
metric for I slopes 
Compute parametric 
cubicsplice 
coefficients for 
each segment 
Normalize 
coefficients 
Compute 
enriched 
Curve 
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SUbROUTINE SPFII (MAXN,N,PT,ELEN,CQLF,NFIT,MAXSP,II,EPS,CPT,K1,K2 
1) 
C 
C	 COMPUTES PARAMETRIC CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS TO 
C	 APPROXIMATE A SMOOTH CURVE THROUGH A :jj SET OF INPUT 
C	 POINTS AND OPTIONALLY COMPUTES AN ENRI,CHEU CURVE 
C	 MAXN is THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS ALLOWED 
C	 N IS THE ACTUAL NO. CF INPUT POINTS 
C	 NFIT IS THE NUMBER OF UESIREU SPLINED POINTS BETWEEN GIVEN 
PO IN IS 
C	 MAXSP IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SPLINEL) POINTS ALLOWED, 
C	 MAXSP=(MAXN-1)*(MAX,NFIT+13+1 FOR EPS OF 0. 
C	 MAASP=O OMITS COMPUTATION OF ENRICHED CURVE 
C	 II 15 THE NO. OF POINTS IN THE ENRICHED CURVE 
C	 1(1 IS AN INTEGER SUPPLIED BY THE USER 
C	 Ki=1,RETALN ALL INPUT POINTS 
C	 K12,INCLUDE INPUT POINTS IN SECOND DERIVATIVE TEST 
C	 K2 IS AN INTEGER SUPPLIED BY SPFII AS AN ERROR CODE 
C	 K21,NURMAL RETURN 
C	 K2=2,LNCUMPLEIE FAIRED CURVE WHEN MAXSP IS LXCEUEO 
PRUGRAMER - CHARLOTTE CRAIDUN	 2-1-71 
DIMENSION PNI(MAXN,31 ,ELEMMAXN ,CUEF (MAxN,4,3),CPT(MAXSP,3 
u1ST(Xj,Yj,1,X,Y,Z)SQRTLLX2—X11**2*(Y.2—YI)**2$(L2—L1)**2) 
NLN—I 
COMPUTE CHORD LENGTHS 
00 10 NN2,N 
ELEN(NN—U.=UIST(PNT(NN-1,1),PNT(NN-1,2I,PNTtNN-1,3,PNT(NN,U,PNT( 
INN,2) ,PNI(NN,3)) 
10	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SETUP COEFFICIENT MATRIX WITH UNCLAMPEsO END POINTS 
C	 (2i'U DtR=u. AT P1 AM.) PNI 
C
COEF (1,1,1 =0. 
CUEF I 1,1,2=2. 
COEF(L,I,3)=1. 
CUEF (1,1,1)=1. 
CuEF(N,I,3)=0. 
DC) 20 NN2,N1 
CUEF INN, 1,1) ELEN( NN) 
CIJEF(NN91,2)=2.*(ELEN(NN-11+ELEN(NN)) 
COEF (NN, 1, 3)=€LE'4( NN-1 I 
20	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SOLVE FUR SLOPES 
C
DO bO 1=103 
COEF(l,491)=(3./tLEN(L)1*(PNTL2,11—PNTLI,iI) 
CUEF(N,4,14=(3./ELEtt(N-11J*(PNT(N,I)—PNT(N-1,I.)) 
DO 30 NN=2,NI 
CUEFLNN,4,i)=L3./(ELEN(NN-1)*ELEN(NN)13(ELEN(NN-1)**2*(PNT(NN+1,I 
1)—PNT(NN,I)19ELENLNNI**2*tPNT(NN,I)—PNTLNN-1,IlI 
30	 CONTINUE
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C 
C	 SOLVE TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX 
C
CUEFII,2,1CUEF(i,L,3J/CGE-(1,1,21 
COEF (1,3,1 J=CUEF(1,4, 1)/CCEf( 1,I,2j 
DO 'i-Q K2,N 
KM 1= K—i 
TEMP=COEF(K,l92)—COEF(K,I,l)*CUEFtKMI,2,U 
COEF(K,2,1ICOEi-(K,1,3)/IEMP 
CUEF ( K,3, H = LCUEF(K, 4,1) —COEF K, 1, 11*COEF ( KM 1, 3, 1) I/TEMP 
40	 CONTINUE 
00 ,O K1,Ni 
KK=N—K 
CUEFLKK,3 9 i1CUEF(KK,39 Ii—CUEF(Klc,2,1*CUEf(KK+1,3,I1 
O	 CONTINUE 
0	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 CO4PUiE CUBIC COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH SEGMENT 
C;
00 10 NN1,NL 
EL. = I. • / EL E N (N NI 
EL2EL*EL 
EL3EL*EL2 
00 70 1=1,3 
CJEF(NN,4, LI PNT CNN, I I 
E-=PIT (NI L,1I — PN Ti NN , 11 
CF(MN,,I*EL2*3.—EL*(2.*C0EF(NN,3,I)$COEF(NN+i,3,I)I 
CUEFC,1,11—t*LL3*2.+EL2*(COEF(NN93,i)+COEF(NNfI,391)) 
C 
C	 kciFERENLE LENGTH TO 1. 
C
COEF(NN,1,L)=CIJEF(NN,1,I)/EL3 
CUEF(NN,2,I1=COEF(NN,2,1)/EL2 
CUEF C NN, , U =CuF( NN ,3, I 1/EL 
10	 CONTINUE 
IF (MAXSP.t.0) RETURN 
IF (K1.EJ.U) K1i 
11=0
LOMPUEt Ei1CHE0 POINTS 
IF 1 1 = N F IT + £ 
XF 11= IF II 
UELT=1 ./XF IT 
00 110 NN=1,N1 
00 LOU NE=1, Li-AT 
E=NF-1 
1=UEL. r*E 
IF (NN.E.1.ANU.NF.EW.1h GO 10 80 
IF (NF.E.1.AND.Ki.EQ.1) GO TO 80 
T66 .*1 
EXA8.(To*COEF(NN, 1, 1)+. *COEF(NN,2,1)I 
EY=A8St1t*CUEF(NN,1,2)+2.*COEF(tlN,Z,2)) 
E(=A6S(I6*C0EF(NN,1,3)4-2.*CUEF(NN,2,3I3 
EE=tEXYttL)/(cLEN(NNELEN(NN)I 
IF (EE.LT.EPS) 00 TO LOU 
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80	 I L= L 1+1 
IF (IL.GT .MAXSP) GO TO 130 
T2=T*1 
13=1*12 
00 90 11,3 
90	 CPT(Lt,.1)T3*COENN,1,1T2*C0EFt,2,1)tT*C0E,3,1CUEFt4 
111) 
100	 CONTINUE 
110	 CONTINUE 
11=1141 
IF (1I.GT.MAXSP) GO 10 1.30 
00 120 I=L, 
1ZU	 CPT(1L,I)PNT(N,L) 
RETURN 
L3O	 K22 
RETURN 
END
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Program ORTCON 
Program ORTCON (overlay (3,0)) is the control routine for the orthographic projec-
tions of the input body. This program reads the plot information card and prints it, com-
putes scale factors, computes vertical offsets for three-view plots, and notates on the 
plot. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this overlay are as follows: 
Overlay (3,0) 
Program ORTCON 
/ Read card 
EOF	 _I I of 3D plot 
Write EDP	 Read	 N
IIKODE
 
tape
0
Mo. ^ , M 
N 
	
Cmupute I	 / Call- \ 
	
origin and	 / OTRPLT	 Center plot 
spec, for	 (	 within 
	
plan view	 \ Controls /	 given frame 
	
Call \	 I Compote 
	
o HPLT \	 lorigin and Control.	 1	 spec;for 
	
3D plots /
	
side view 
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UVERLAY(CdC, ,O) 
PROGRAM UR(LUI' 
C 
C	 CONTROL RUUIfl'iE FOR CRtHOGRAPHLC PLOPS 
C	 OF A SURFACE OR OF A COLLECT ICN OF SURi-ACES 
C
COMMCN /1,mEtD/AbCDE(a) ,hORL,VLRT,TESTI,PJ1L,THETA,PSI, 
jPLUEL,IYPc,NUU,NUW,LS1,(Lt.)E 
C
OIMtNSION ORG(3)9Ai3C(S) 
UATA JYPEO/3HURTi,TYPEV/3VU3/ 
C 
C 
1.	 REAL) PLOT LARD 
C
dRITE (6,10) 
10	 FORMAT (1H126X,27HTr-iRLE DIMENSIONAL PLOT uATA//) 
20	 CONTINUE 
REAL) (5,30) AUCUE 
FORMAT (dAtO) 
IF (ENL*ILE ) 3,40 
35	 CALL NFRAME $ CALL CALPLT(0.90.099) $ STOP 
40	 WRITE (6 9 501 AL3CL)E 
O	 FORMAT ( 1X9Ai0/) 
DECUUE (12,60,At.iCDE) HURL,iERT,TEST 1,PHI ,IHETA,PSI,PLOTSL,TYPE,NOU 
I ,NUi,ISiUE,KUUL 
3	 FORMAT (	 2,A3,3E5.O,2sX,F5.0,43,313, 1X, 11) 
If t1S1UE.E.O1 ISIDE=1 
C	 REAL) PATCH TAPE 
C
REWIND 7 
CALL RECIN (7,,LC,At3C,1,8,1) 
IF (ENUFILE 7) 7.0,90 
70	 WRITE (6,80 
th)	 FORMAT (1H1/3H END Of FILE ENCOUNTERED ON PATCH TAPE) 
Snip 
90	 CONTINUE 
CALL RECIN (7,1, IC,AMIN,XMAX,YM1N,YMAX,LMN,ZMAX,NOBJ) 
If (LSIDE.EU.2) YMLN=—YMAX 
C 
C	 &LNU SCALE FACTOR FRCM MAXIMUM DIMENSION 
C
XUI S=XMAX—XMIN 
YoISi'MAX—YMIN 
LDIS=LMAX—LMIN 
UMAX=AMAAI (XDL 5, YDIS ,LI) IS) 
SC AL DMAX/PLO IS L 
If (TYPE.NE .TYPEV) GO TO 140 
C 
C	 3VU WHERE VIEWS ARE STACKEL) VERTICALLY 
C
URG( 1i=PHL 
ORG(2 I =THETA 
URG(3)P51 
PHI=IHETAPSI0.
37,
Y31G=0RGL11 
YURG = FLOATtLFIX( YMAX/SCALEI ) +CJRG( 1) 
IF (YL(.GT.URO(2)J GO TO 100 
YbLG=ORG(21 
YURO=FLOAT(IFLA( lMAX/SCALEi1+QRG(21 
100
	 IF (Y61G.GT.WGt3J1 GO TO 110 
Y616=ORGt3J 
YORG=FLOATtLEIX( LMAX/SCALE) I +URG(31 
Ito
	 CALL CALPLT tO.,YtJRG,-31 
C 
C	 NOTATE ON 3VIEW PLOTS 
C
NCHAR= If I X(u.*PLUTSL3 
IF (NCHAR.GT.dO) GO 10 120 
X =
 0. 
GO TO 130 
120
	 CUNT l'UE 
N0IF=LNCHAR—d0)/2 
XFLOAT(N0IF)/o. 
NCHAR=dO 
130	 CALL NOTATE (X,O., .2 ,ABG ,C. ,NCHAR) 
Y S A V Y MI N 
XMIN•=YMlN=LM1NJ. 
-lORZ1HX$VERI=1Y 
'iJsG=0i(G( I )—YURu-1 
CALL CALPLT tU.,YURG,-31 
CALL JIHPL I LXMIN,XMAX,YMLN,YMAX,LMLN,ZMAX,NcJbJ,XMIO,yMID,ZMID,SCA 
ILE) 
VERT=IHL 
YORO = URG(21 — UR.,L 1) 
CALL CALPLI LU.,YURG,-31 
CALL UTI-IPL I (XM1N,XMAX,YMjN,YMAX,LjN,LMAX,NUbJ,XMjU, y Mlu ,ZMIO,SCA 
ILE) 
HORL= tHY 
YURG = 0(G(3I-0eO( 23 
YMIN=LFLUAT(LFIXtYSAV/SC4LEI—l)J*SCALE 
CALL CALPLT (O.,YURG,—j) 
CALL OTHPLT (XMLN,XMAX, YMIN,YMAX,LMLN,LMAX,,NQBJ, XMLU,Yi4IU,LM IO,SCA 
LLt) 
X = FLOAT(1tIX(PLUTSL+6.I I 
Y1.—ORG(3) 
GO TO 160 
140	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 CENTER PLOT 
C
XMIU = . 5*(XMAX+X(4 IN) 
YMIL). 5*(YMAXI-YrI IN) 
LMIk)=.*( LMAX+LM IN) 
XF IX = . 5*LUMAX—AU IS) 
XM LN=XMIN—XFIX 
XMAX=XMA(+XF IX 
YF LX. 5*LUMAX—YU IS) 
YM IN = YI4IN — YF IX 
YMAX=YMAX+YF IX 
LFLX.5*(OMAX— LD IS) 
LMIN = MIN— LF Ix 
LMAX=LMAX+L*-IX 
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C 
£	 ADJUST MINIMUMS FOR GRID LINES 
C
XMINFLOAT IFI X(XMAN/SCAL€)1*SCALE 
YMIN=FLUAT(IFIX(YMLN/SCALE11*SCAL 
LMIN=FLOATtIFIX(LMIN/SCALE)*SCALE 
C 
L	 NOTATE ID ON PLOT 
C
x= 0. 
NCHARIFLX( iL.*PLUISL)+3 
If (NCHAK.LE.8O1 GO TO 150 
NDLF 1NCHAR— aO /2 
X=FLOAT NOIF >111. 
NCHAR8O 
150	 CALL NOTATE (A,.d,.19AbC,C.,NCHAU 
CALL NOTATE tX,.5,.1,ABCOE,O.,NC4AR) 
C 
C	 ORTHOGRAPI-IIL 
C	
CALL UTt-IPLT (XMIN, XMAX, YMIN,YMAX,LMIN,ZtiAX,NObJ,AMID,YMID,LM10,SCA 
ILE) 
X=FLUATtItiX(PLUTSL+2.) I 
Y=o. 
C 
C	 END OF COMPLETE PLOT 
C 
lôO	 CONTiNUE 
CALL CALPLT(X,Y,-3) sCALL NFRAME 
IF (sUUE.E.0) GO TO 20 
RETURN 
C 
C	 END OF URTCUN 
C.
NO
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Subroutine OTHPLT 
Subroutine OTHPLT determines the specified axis system and paper plane, sets up 
the rotation matrix, and establishes the necessary offsets for proper plot placement. The 
flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this subroutine are as follows: 
Subroutine OTHPLT 
Setup axis 
nd rotatio
Call 
it In	 0 t	 (comPute: 
RM 
	
Rotate I 	 Read 
	
midpoint I	 ixittel. 
	
for rotated	 information 
	
is.offsetd	 front patch 
SUbRUUT1I' UThPLI (XMIN,XMAX,YMiN,YMAX,ZM1f&, LMAX,NOBJ, XMID,YMID,LM 
iIU,ScALt 
£ 
C	 URflIUGRAPHLL PROJECTIONS 
C 
C
CuMMac4/r1RLEu/AbCuE(8) , HURL, VtRT ,TEST 1,PHL ,THETA,PSI, 
LPLUISL,TYf'E,NOU,NOw,ISLUL,KUDE 
C
DIMNsLON A(,3),NAMt(Z),A8CL8 
C
DATA XSEc/HX /,YSIEE/2HY I,ZSEE/2KL I, 
IXINTST/3HOUT/,CUNV/.017453293/,NUM2/2/1NAN2/24/ 
C 
C	 INITIALIZE 
C
ITESTII 
I 1 ES T2=I 
IF LXLN1ST.NE.TEsTI ITESTI=O 
IF (PSI.E.O..AN.THETA.EQ.O. .ANU.PNI .EQ.O.) LTEST2=0 
PHI= CU N V *PH I 
I H t CON V *T HE I A 
PS.L=CUNV*PSI 
C 
C	 SETUP AXIS 
40
C
SINPSLSLN (PSI) 
SLNIHtSIN ( THLTA) 
SINPHLSIN(PH.L J 
cUSPS L=COS (PSI I 
CUSIHE=CUS(THETA) 
COSPHICOS (PHI) 
IF (XSEE.NE.HURL) uU TO 20 
C 
C	 UE A FOR HORIZONTAL VARIABLE 
If (LTEST2.EQ.0) GO TO 10 
A(L, 1I=CuSTHE*(.uSPSI 
At 1, 2) =—SINPSI*CUSPHI+S INTHE*COSPS I*S 1MPH! 
A(I,3)=SLMPSI*SINPHI+SINThE*LUSPSI*CUSPHI 
10 HMINXMIN 
HM AX = XM AX 
kIMIUXM1U 
IHORL1 
GO To aO 
20	 IF (YSEE.NE.HOKLJ GO TO 40 
C 
C	 USE Y FUR HORIZONTAL VARIABLE 
C
IF (ITEST2.EI.0) GO TO 30 
At 1, 1) =COSTHE*SI1aPSI 
A(1,2)CUSPSI*CUSPHI+SINTHE*SINPSI*SJNPHI 
4(19 3)_COSPSI*SINPHI+SINTHE*SLNPSI*COSPHI 
30 HMIMYMIN 
H MAX = Y MAX 
HMLOYMIO 
IHURL=2 
,O EU 60 
C
USE L FOR HURIL&4TAL VARIABLE 
C 
40	 CONTINUE 
IF (LFEST2.EU.0) GO TO 50 
4(1, 1)=—SINTHE 
A( 1,21=CUSTHE*,kNPHl 
All, 3)CUSTHE*CUSPHI 
50 HMIMLMIM 
HMAXLMAX 
HMIULMIO 
IHORL=3 
60	 IF (XSEE.NE.VERT) GO TO 80 
C 
C	 USE X FOR VERTICAL VARIABLE 
C
IF (LTEST2.E0.U) GO TO 70 
4(2, 1)=COSTHE*CUSPSI 
At 2, 2) .=—SINPSI*C USPHIfS INTHE*COSPS 1*S INPHI 
4(29 3)=SLNPSI*SLNPHL+SINTHE*CUSPSL*COSPHI 
70 VMINXM1N 
VMAXXMAX 
VM IO=XMIO 
IVERTI 
GO TO 120 
80	 IF (YSEE.NE.VERT) GO TO 100
41
C; 
C.	 USE Y FOR VERTICAL VARIABLE 
C
IF LITEST2.EQ.01 GO TO 90 
A(2, i)=COSTHt*INPSI 
A(Z,2CUSPS1CUSPHI4.SINThC*S1NPSL*51NL 
At 2, i) = COSPSL *3 INPH I+SINTHE*1NPS1*COSPH1 
90 VMINYMIN 
VMAX=iMAX 
VMIOYMIU 
IVERTZ 
00 10 120 
C 
C	 USE L FUR VERTICAL VARIABLE 
C 
100	 CONTINUE 
If (jTESf2.Ew.0J GO TO 110 
At2, 1)=SINTHE 
At 2,2) =COTHE*SINPHI 
AU, 300STHE*CUSPrU 
110	 VMLNZMIN 
V MAX = L MAX 
VMI&=LMIO 
I VcatT3 
120	 CIJT1NUE 
L 
C	 CENTER WITHIN PAGE SUE IF ShE GREATER THAN 28 INCHES 
C
IF tPLUTSL.GT.2d..AND.TYPE.NE .VU31 VMIN-13.*SCALE+FLOAT(LFIX(VM 
I I&)/SCALE *SCALE 
C 
C	 ROTATE MIDPOINT TO PLACE ROTATED VIEW CORRECTLY 
C
IF (lIES12.t.01 GO TO 130 
AM LU LA( 1, 1)*XML D+A( 1,2 ) *YML D+A ( 1,31* ZM 10 
AMth2A(Z,1)*XMID+At2,2)*YMIUA(2,3)*LMIO 
HtILNI-IMIN—HMID+AMIOL 
VMIVt41N—VMIU*AMID2 
130	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 oEGIN PLOTTING 
C
oD 160 ISL=1,LSIOE 
REWIND 7 
CALL RECIN (1,Z,IC,A8C,1,8,1) 
CALL RECIN t7,1,IC,H1,h2,h3,H4,H5,H6, 17). 
DO 1J J1,NUtJ 
CALL RECIN (7,1, IC,NSURF,J3,NAME(1),NAMEt2)pJL,J) 
00 140 N=L,NSURF 
CALL RECIN (7,1, IC,NU1,NS1,j3,J4,J) 
CALL PLOTIT	 Ul,NSl,1S1,hTEST91TESTi,I1ET29IH0RL91VERT,HM1M,VM1t 
I ,sCALE,Ai 
140	 CONTINUE 
10	 L1'TINUE 
160	 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C 
C	 END OF OIHPLT 
C
EN U
Subroutine PLOTIT 
Subroutine PLOTIT reads patch equations from tape and rotates them, computes 
enriched surfaces, and does a visibility test if desired. The flow chart and the FORTRAN 
statements for this subroutine are as follows:
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SUB FUjU[INE P1011 T (NDL P N SI,IS1,I TEST, I1ES11,1TEST2,LFIUL,1VERT,HMI 
I N , VM I N , SCALE , Al 
C 
C	 READS PATCHES FROM TAPE, 
C	 MANIPULATES IN SPELIFIEu MANNER AN&j PLOTS 
C
DIMENSION PATCH(4,4,),PAT(4,4,2) ,A(2,3,pLPATL4,23, 
1PL1N (54,2) 
UIMI.NSIUN VEC(4,2),VPAT(4) 
CUMMON/THREEU/AbCOE(8),HURL,VERT,TESTI,PH.L,THETA,PSI, 
1PLUTSZ,TYPE,NUU,NU,1StUc,i(UUE 
C
NNU=N0us 
NNW=NU+2 
FU=NUU+1 
F W=NUW+ 1. 
LeU=I ./FU 
U = I ./FW 
NP 41= NO j*NS I 
03 230 N=1,NPAT 
CALL RECIN (1,2, IC,PATCH,j,48,.1j 
IF (1I.Ej.1l 00 TO 20 
C 
C	 LHANUL Y SIGN 
C
DO 10 14=1,4 
00 10 J41,4 
PATCH(I4,J4,2)=—pAJCH(j4,j4,2 
10	 CONTINUE 
20	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 RO TATE PATCHES 
C
IF (1EES12.E.1) GO TO 40 
00 30 14=1,4 
00 30 J4=1,4 
PAT(14,J4,j)=PATCH(14,J4,LHURL) 
PAT(l4,J4,2l=pATCH(j4,J49IvERT 
30	 CONTINUE 
00 TO 80 
40	 CONTINUE 
00 70 14=1,4 
00 70 J41,4 
00 60 K2=112 
PAT( 14,J4,K2 0. 
03 50 N3=1,3 
PAl( I4,J't,i')=P4T( 14,J4,K2).-A(K2,N3)*PATCH( 14,J4,N3) 
0	 CONTINUE 
60	 CONTINUE 
70	 CONTINUE 
80	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 PLOT IN U UIRECTION 
C
00 150 NU=i,NNU 
EU=NU-1 
U=EU *DU 
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DO 90 J1,4 
00 90 K2=i,2 
pLpAT(J4,K2)=((U*pAT(1,J4,K2)+PA142,J4,K21*U+PA1(3,J4,K2)3*U+PAT( 
14,J4,K2 
VtJ4,K2)=t3.*U*PAT(1114,K2)+2.*PATI2,J4,K2fl*U+PAT(39J4,2) 
90	 CONTINUE 
NIT0 
1)0 140 Nvi=1,NNW 
LW=Nw-i 
IF (LTESTI.EU.0) GO TO 12C 
C. 
L	 COMPOTE UV/DU AND DV/D 
C
Do 100 J=1,2 
VPAI(J)=((W*VEC(1,J)FVEC(2,J))*W+VEC(39J)J4W*VEC(4,J) 
Vi)A[(J42t3.*PLPATt1,JW+2.*PLPAT(,J))*.W+PLPAT139J1 
100	 GNT 11U€ 
VNURMVPAT(1)*VPATt41_VP#T(2*VPAT(3) 
LF -t-IS1.E'.1) VNORM-VNCHM 
IF IVNURM.GE.0.1 GO TO 120 
IF (N11.oT.11 CU TO 110 
NE T = 0 
Ct) TO 140 
110	 PLLNE(NIT+1,I)MIN$PLINE(NIT*1,2)VMIN 
PLINE(NI 1+2, U = PLINE(NI 1*2,2 )=SCALE 
CALL LINE IPLINt(1,U,PLINE(1,2),NIT,1,U,0,0) 
NI T0 
GO TO £40 
120	 NITNLT+1 
00 130 K21,2 
14,K2) 
130	 CONTINUE 
140	 CONTINUE 
IF (NIT.LE.i.) CU TO 150 
PLjNE(NIT+1,1)=HMIN$PLINE(NL1+192VMIN 
PLINELNLT+2, 11=PLINt(NI T+2,2)-SCALE 
CALL LlN (PLINt1,1 ,PLINE(1,21 ,NLT,1,0,O,O 
150	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 PLOT IN U DIRECTION 
C
00 220 NW1,NN 
iEW*UW 
DO 1U0 .J41,4 
00 160 K21,2 
1J4,4,K2) 
VEC(J4,KZ)=13.**PAT(J4,L,2)+2.*PAT(J4,2,K2)j*WPATJ4,3,K2) 
160	 CONTINUE 
NI 1=0 
00 210 NU=1,NNO 
EU=NU-1 
U=EU*DU 
IF 1ITEST1.tQ.0 GO TO 190
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C; 
C	 COMPUTE DV/UU AND DV/DW 
C
00 110 .J192 
VPATtJ=L3.*PLPA1(19J)*UI2.*PLPATL2,J1)*U*PLPAT(39J) 
VPAT(J+2)=((U*VEC(L,J)+VEC(29J))*U+VEC(3,J))*u..VEC(4,J) 
110	 CONTINUE 
VNORM=VPAT(1)*VPAT(4)-VPATt21*VPAT13 
IF (ISI.E.1) Vr'GRM=-VNCRM 
IF (VNORM.GE.0.) GO TO 190 
IF INIT.,I.1i CU TO 180 
NITO 
CU TO 210 
180	 PLINE(NIT+111)=HMLN$PLJNE(NIT+192)=VMIN 
PLINE(i'4111-2,L)=PLLNE(NtI1212)=SCALE 
CALL LINE (PLIi'E(1,1),PLthE( 1,2,NiT,I,0,,O1 
NI T=t) 
GO TO 210 
190	 NITNLT+1 
00 200 K2192 
PLLNEtNIT,K2((U*ILPAT(j,K2)WLpAT(2,I(2*U+pLpAT(3,K2)J*U4pLpAT( 
14,K21 
200	 CONTINUE 
210	 CONTINUE 
IF (NII.LLE.1I GO TO 220 
PL INE ( NI T+1, 1) =HML N$ PU NE ( NIT +1, 2)=VMLN 
PLINE(NIT+2,IIPLINE(NIT+2,2)=SCALE 
CALL LINE (PLINE(1,1),PLLNE(1,2),N1T,1,.090,0I 
220	 C0114TI4UE 
230	 CONTINUE 
kETURN 
END 
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Program XPLT 
Program XPLT (overlay (4,0)) is the control routine for cross-section plots through 
the input body. The program reads the plot information card and prints it and notates on 
the plot. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this overlay are as follows:
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UVERLAY(LBC, 4,0) 
PROGRAM XPLT 
C 
C	 CONTROL PROGRAM FOR CRCSS 
C	 SECTIONAL OR CONTOUR PLOTS 
C;
CUMMUN/XSELT/AbLUE(6l,PPLI(3),PP12(3),ppL3(3), 
IPLOISL ,HPAGE , VPAGE, INP 1'4C0 ,NCJ W, IS I DE, I PR IN, 
2K0UE ,XS EAT ,THETR ,XMACH 
DIMENSION AtC(8),ABCD(81 
C 
C	 R EAD PLOT CARD(S) AND PRINT 
C
WRITE (6,10) 
10	 FORMAT (IHI21X,25HCROSS SECTIONAL PLOT DATA//I 
20	 CONTINUE 
READ (5,3u) ABCU 
30	 FORMAT (dAlO) 
If LEDFILE 51 351,40 
5	 CALL NFRAME $ GALL CALPLT(0.,0.,999) $ STOP 
*0	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,50) 
50	 FORMAT (/26X,30H******* PLOT CARD(S) *******//) 
WRITE (6,60) A6GDE 
60	 FORMAT (.IXbAIO) 
DECUsiE (80,10,MOCOEI XL,Y1,L1,X2,Y2,L2,X3,y3,Z3,PLOTSZ,HPAGL,VPAGE 
1, INP ,	 , t COT, ISIDE, LPR IN , KODE 
70	 FORMAT (10Fo.0,2F3.0,A3,213,12,31 L) 
IF (LCUT.E.0) GU TO 90 
READ (5,301 A6CD 
WRITE (8,60) A6CD 
DECODE (21,bO,A800) OX,UY,DL,IH 
80	 FORMAT (3F6.0,131 
90	 CONTINUE 
IF (INP.E0.3HANGI GO TO 110 
WRITE (6,100) A1,Yl, L1,X2 ,Y2,Z2,)(3,Y3,L3,PLUTS,HPAGE,VPAGE 
100	 FORMAT (//13X,lidcUTTING PLANE/6X,1HXIIX,1HYILX, IHL/3F12.5/3F12.5/ 
13F12.5//6X95HSCALE7X,5MHPAGE7X,5HVPAGE/F12.5,2F.12.2) 
GO TO 1.30 
110	 WRITE (6,1201 1 ,Y1, Li, X2,Y2,22, PLOTSL,HPAGE,VPAGE 
120	 FORMAT (//13x,I3NCUTTLNG PLANE/6X,2HXG1OX,2HY0IQx,2HL0/3F12.5/6x,1 
IHXILX,SHIHEEA1X,4HMACH/3F12.5//6)(,5HSCALEIX,5HHPAGE1X,5HVPAGE/F12. 
25 , 2f 12 .2) 
130	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (69140) NUU,NOW,ICUT,ISIDE,IPRIN 
140	 FORMAT (8X,28HNUU NOW ICOT [SLOE IPRIN/19,15,I6,2111 
If (LSIDE.E).0) ISIOE=1 
If (LPRIN.EQ.U) IPRIN=1 
HSAV=iIPAGE$IF( IH.EU.OIHPAGE=O. 
NCUT=ICUT+1 
IF (LCUT.NE.01 00 10 150 
DX0. $UY0 .$DL=U. 
GO TO 200 
150	 ARITE (6,160) W(,DY,DL 
160	 FORMAT IbX,2HDXIOX,2HDYIOX,2h01/3f12. 51 
IF (LH.NE.0) GO 10 180 
WRITE (611101 
170	 FORMAT (27H OVERLAID P1015 WITH IN
	 01 
GO TO 200 
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ido	 WRITE (o,101 III 
190	 FORMAT (24H SPACED PLOTS huH LH = 913) 
C 
C	 LOOP FUR INCREMENTED LUIS 
C 
200	 03 350 N=1,NCU[ 
IF (N.E.1) GO TO 290 
IF tLNP.E.3HPNT) GO TO 250 
A2A2*OX$Y2 YOYL240L 
DECUuE (j0,21O,ACDE(2) ) . TEMPL 
210	 FORMAT LAS) 
DECODE (1O,220,AE3CDE(4) )TEMP2 
220	 rURMAT L(jXA4) 
ENCUUL (40 9 30,AbCDL(21 )TEMP19X2,Y2,L2,TEMP2 
230	 FORMAT tA8,3F.2,A41 
WRITE (6,240) A2,Y2,L2 
240	 FORMAT (// IX,25rUNCREMEN TED CUTTING PLANE/ÔX,IHX11X,5HTKETATX,4HMA 
IC1I/3F12.5) 
GO EU 20 
450	 X 1=XL+0X$YtY1+JY$L11fUL 
X2=A2+DX$YL=Y2+OY$420Z 
DECODE (10,260,A8C0E(6 )TEMPI 
Z0	 FORMAT L4XA6) 
ENCODE ( 00,270,A&DELI) }X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,1.2,X3, Y3,Z3, TEMPI 
270	 FORMAT (9F6.29A6I 
WRITE (6,20) Al ,Y1,L1,A2,Y2,ZZ,X3,Y3,L3 
20	 FORMAT (//ZÔH INCREMENTEC CUTTING PLANE/6X,IHXIIX,LHY1IX,1H1/3F12. 
15/3F 12.5/3F12.) 
290	 CONTINUE 
PPLi(1)X1$PPLl(2)Y1PPLtt31' 
PPL2 ( 1)=X2PPL2(2)Y2PPL2I3)=L2 
P4'L3 (1)X3$PPL3( 2) =Y3IPPL3( 3)=L3 
IF (N.EQ.NCUE) HPAGEHSAV 
C 
C	 READ PATCH TAPE 
C
REWIND 7 
CALL RECIN (1,2,LC,A8C,1,d,1) 
IF (ENUFILE 1) 300,320 
300
	
WRITE (69310) 
310	 FORMAT (1HL/3H END OF FILE ENCOCNTEREO ON PATCH TAPE) 
STOP 
320	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 NOTATE 
C
X= 0. 
IF LHPAGE.Ew.0.1 GO TO 330 
NCHAR=LFLX(11.*HPAGE)f2 
If (NCHAK.GT.0) NCHAR80 
CALL NOTATE (x,.a,.i ,AbC,0.,NCHAR) 
IF (ICUT.NE.0) CALL NOTATE (X,.6,.1,A8CD,0.,NCHAR) 
CALL NOTATE (X,.4,.1,ABCOE,0.,NCHARI 
330	 CONTINUE 
Y=FLOAT( IF iXt • 5* VPAGE) ) +1. 
CALL CALPLT (X,Y,-3) 
IF (HPAGE.NE.0.) CALL NOTATE (O.,0.,2.,390'.,11
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CALL XCUi 
x= 0. 
Y=-Y 
CALL CALM t0.90.931 
CALL CALPLT (X,Y,-i) 
IF (HPAGE.EQ.O.) GO 10 340 
XHPA+2. 
Y=o. 
CALL CALM ((,Y,-3 
CALL NFRAME 
340	 CONTINUE 
350	 COi'TINUE 
IF (KODE.Ew.0J GO TO 20 
RETURN 
C. 
C	 ENO OF XPLT 
C
NO 
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Subroutine XCUT 
Subroutine XCUT sets up the transformation matrix and the origin of the plot 
coordinate system for the cross-section plots. The flow chart and the FORTRAN state-
ments for this subroutine are as follows:
equation of
the cutting
plane 
net up 
Compute 
origin of 
lot coord. 
system 
MUWUTo- 
SudRuj TINE XCLJT 
C;
CROSS SECTIONAL OR CONTOUR PLOTS 
C
MM/XSEC1/AbC(6),PPL113,PPL2(3),P3(3) 
IPLUTSL,HPA,VPA0E,INP,NLU,NUtlO 
2KUUL,XSTT ,THLIR.,XMACH 
OLMENSAUN A(3,3),NAME(2,A8Ct81 
OIMcNSIIiN XPRM(),PNTI(31*PNT2(3),PNT3(3)t'uT4(3l 
t.UIVALENCc (PNTi,PPLLJ,tPN[2,I'PLi,(PN13,PPL3 
(3 
C	 LNLTLALILE 
Cs
SCALLI./PLUTSL 
AL3=PPLiti)$YJ3=PiJLL(2)$ZFJ=PPLL(3) 
IF (LrP.tQ.3HAN6J 00 TO 20 
M=LPC;UFtACUEF,b,(,0,L1,PPL2I3l 
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 30
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WRITE (69101 
It.)	 FORMAT (//19H NO PLANE DESCRIBED//) 
RETURN 
20	 XSTAT=PPL2(11 
THeTR=ppL2(2)*.0 1145329252 
AMACH=PPL2(J1 
Y=-Y 
THEIR = PPL2(21*.3 1745329252 
XMACH=PPL2 (3) 
BETA=S QRT (XMACH* *2-i • 
ALOE F 1. 
B =
-tSEEA*CUS( THEIR) 
C=
-ETA*SIN( THEIR) 
OX5 TAT 
PNTI (i)=XSTAT 
PIi (2)=0. 
Pt4TI (3)=0. 
PNT2(2)=PNI3L3I=Q. 
Pi\T2 (J)=PNT3 1211. 
PNTt L1 =PNTI( 11-C 
PNT3(I)=PNT1 (1)-s 
30	 CONTINUE 
PNT4(1)=PNI3(1)$PNI4(2)=PNT3(2)$PNT4(3)=pN13(3) 
C 
C	 LJiIPUTE VL-CIURS 
C
T2X=PNT4(1)-PNT2(i)T2Y=PNT4t21-PNT2(2)$r2L=pNT4(31-pNr2(3) 
FN)(= T2Y*Th-T LY*72Z 
FNY= IIX*12L-12X*.TIL 
FNI=12X*Iiv-TIA*.12y 
USRT(FNX*FNX+FNY*FNY +FZ*FNL) 
UN X F N X/ UN 
UNYF NY/UN 
O N - F N L / UN 
UT1=SHT1x*Jtx+Tiv*T1y+T1Z*flZ) 
UTIX=T tX/OTt 
UI1Y=TiY/UTi 
UTIL=TIL/UTI 
UT2XUNY*U TI. -UL* UT ty 
012Y=UNL*uI1 X-UNX*UTIL 
UI2L=UNX*UTi Y-UNY*UTLX 
C 
C	 SETUP TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C
AL 1, 1) =UNX$A( I ,2 I =UNY$A( I, 3)=UNZ 
41 2, IIUJIX$A(2, 21 =UT IY$A(2 ,3 1=01 IL 
A(3, I)=UT2X$A( 3, 2)=UT2Y$A.( 3, 31=0121 
C 
C	 SET ORIGIN OF NEW COGRC. SYSTEM 
C
APRM(i1=A(1,1)*XÔ+A(i,2j*y3+ALj,3)*lb 
XPRM(2)=442,1j*Xb+AL2,2J*y+4(2,3)*Lb 
XPRM(3)=A(391)*X8A(3,21*yB+4(3,3)*1b 
HMIN=0. 
VMIN=0. 
WRITE (6,401 ACuEF,B,C,D 
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	40	 FORMAT (33H EUAT1UN OF THE PLANE AX+Y+CL=U/3H A=E15.8,4X,2Hb,E1 
15.894X,C=,E15.8,4X,2HO=,E15.81 
bEGIN COMPUILNU AND PLOTTING LINES OF LN1ERECTIUN 
DO 80 LSi=1,ISLUE 
REWIND 1 
CALL RELIN (7,2,LC,ABC,t,8,1J 
CALL RECIN (1,1,1C,H1,H2,I-3,H4,H5,H69NOBJ1 
UD 70 J19NOJ 
CALL aECIN (7,1, IC,tSURF,JJ,NAME(11,NAME(ZhJJ,JJ) 
WRITE (b,50 NAME 
	
0	 FORMAT (LA2AI0) 
DO 60 N=L,NSURF 
CALL RECIN (7,1,LC,ND1,NSI,J3,J49J51 
CALL PLANEX (NOt ,NSI, ISI,ACOEF,B,C,D,HMIN,VMIN,A,SCALE,XPRM,NAME) 
	
60	 CONTINUc 
	
10	 CONTINUE 
	
80	 CUNTINUE 
RETURN 
C 
	
C	 END OF ACUT 
C
END
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Subroutine PLANEX 
Subroutine PLANEX reads patch equations from tape and finds the patch equation of 
the line of intersection of a plane and the patch. A line of intersection through the patch 
is computed if such a line exists. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this 
subroutine are as follows: 
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suKourINE PLANEX tNDL,NSI ,ISI,ACOEF,B,C,LA,HMIN,VMIN,A,SCALE,XPRM, 
1AA ME I 
£ 
C	 READS PATCHES FROM TAPE, 
£	 SOLVES FOR INTERSECTICNS 6Y SPECIFIED PLANE 
C	 AND PLOTS 
C
DIMENSION PATCH(4,4,31,AL3,31,ALINE(52,3)4 
IGMAT(4,4),GVEC(4),VEC(4,33 
DIMENSION XPRMISI,NAMEI2) 
C
CUMMON/XSECT/A6CDE(8),PPLI(3),PP12(3),PPL3(319 
1PLUTSL,HPAGE,VPAGE,INP,NUU,N0W,151DE,I, 
2KU0€,XSTAT,IHETR,XMACH. 
C
NNUNUU+2 
NN - NO + 2 
F UNUU+ I 
FW=NU1$1 
UU1 ./FU 
uw=1./FW 
NP AT= ND 1*N S 1. 
01) 370 NNPAT=1,tPAT 
CALL fEC1N (7,2,IC,PATCH,1948,1) 
IF (lI.EU.1I GO TO 20 
C 
C	 CHANot Y sIN 
C
DO 1.0 14=1,4 
00 10 J4=1 t4 
PATCH(14,J4,21-PATCH(14,J4,21 
10	 CUNT Ii'UE 
0	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SOLVE FUR U MATRIX 
C
00 30 N41,4 
00 30 14=1,4 
MAT(N4,14à=0. 
GMAT (N4,14) Cl EE*PATLHIN4, 14,11+o* TCH 4, 14,21* TCH(N4, 14, 3) 
30	 CONTINUE 
C 
C	 SOLVE FUR W kITH U=0. 
C
0=0. 
1)0 40 11,4 
40	 GVECILIGMAT(491) 
GVEC (4)GVEC(4)-D 
GUESS0. 
IUDEKUSUL(GUE 55 ,W ,GVECI 
GO TO (50,150,150), IKODE 
50	 NPTI 
CALL VSOLV (X,Y,L,U,I,PATCH) 
AL1NE(NP1,1)XALINE(NPT,21YALINEtNPT,31L 
Do 140 N29NNU 
E=N-1 
0= E* DO
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C 
C	 SOLVE FUR CtJILC IN W 
00 oO J41,4 
G'VEC(J4)=((UMATLI,J4)+GMAT(2,J4))*U+GMAT(3,J4))*U+GMAT(4,J4) 
60	 CONTINUE 
GVEC 14)GVEC(4)—A) 
GUESS=W 
IicQOEKUbSOL(tUESS , ,GVEC) 
GO TO (1.30,70,10), LKUuE 
C 
C	 TRY U FUR ni. ON OUTER BOUNDARY 
C 
10	 w=1. 
00 90 11,4 
,VEC( 1)=0. 
00 80 J=194 
0	 GVECLI)=GVEC(1)+uMAT( 1,J) 
90	 CONTINUE 
GVcC t4=GVEC(4) —U 
GUES=k. 
IKOUE=MJ6SOL(GUESS,U,GVEC) 
GO TO (120,100,100), (KODE 
C
TRY U FOR W=O. ON OUTER BOUNDARY 
C 
IOU	 d0. 
00 110 11,4 
110	 GVECtLI=uMAT(L,4) 
GVEC (4)=GVECL4J —U 
GOES S= 1. 
1KO0E=KUbSUL(,UESS,U,GVECj 
oU TO (L20,360,360), IKOUE 
120	 CALL VSOLV LX,Y,Z,U,W,PATCh) 
NP L= NP 1+ 1 
ALLNE(NPT,1)X$ALLNE(114PT,2)=Y$ALLNE(NPT,3)=L 
GO TO 3c0 
130	 CALL VSOLV 1X,Y,4,U,w,PATCH 
NPTNPT+i 
AL1NE(NPT,1)=XsAL1NE(NPr,2)=ysAL1NE(Np1,3=z 
140	 LGNTLNUE 
GO 10 360 
C 
C	 SOLVE FOR u WITH W=0. 
C 
150	 =0. 
00 toO 1=1,4 
160	 GVEC(L)=GMAT(1,4) 
(iVEC (4)=0VECt4)—D 
GOES 5=0. 
IKUIJE-KUdSUL(GUESS,U,GVECI 
GO TO 110 9 25U,20), IKUDE 
170	 NPT=1 
CALL VSOLV (X,Y,Z,U,W,PALCH) 
ALINE(NPT91)X$ALINE(NPT92)Y$AL(NE(NpJ934=L 
00 240 N2,NNW 
E=N-1. 
= E* 0 
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C	 SOLVE FCJt( CUBIC IN U 
£
00 180 J41,4 
GVECLJ4J=((W*GMAT(J4,1)MAT1j4,2* j4,3*wMT4,4) 
180	 CONTINUE 
GVEC (4)(VEC (4)—U 
U E S S = U 
IKOOE = KUBSUL(UUES, U ,c,VEC) 
00 10 4230,190,190), IKODE 
L 
C	 TRY W FOR U=I. ON OUTER BOUNDARY 
C 
190	 U1. 
VU 210 I=t,4 
GVtC(L)0. 
00 2 00 J=j,4 
i.UU .	 GVEC(I1,VEC(I)+GMAT(J9I) 
210	 LUNTINUE 
GVEC(4)GVEC441—L) 
GUESS 1. 
1KUUE=KUtSUL(GUcSS ,W ,GVt:C.) 
00 TO (220,3609360), [KODE 
20	 CALL VSULV (X,Y,L,U,W,PATCH) 
NP T= NP 1+ 1 
GO 10 360 
230	 CALL VSULV (X,Y,L,U,W,PATCHI 
NP r=NPT+ 1 
ALINE(PT,1)$ALLNE(NP1,2 IPl3 
240	 CONTINUE 
GO TO 360 
C 
C	 SOLVE FOR U kITH W=1. 
C 
250	 w=1. 
00 270 1=1,4 
GVEC( 11=0. 
00 260 0=194 
oO	 GC4I)GVEL(LIOMAT(1,J1 
270	 CONTINUE 
GVEC(4)=OVEC(4)t) 
GOES S=0. 
IKOUE=KUBSOL(GUESS,U ,OVECI 
GO 10 (280 9 370,310), IKODE 
2d0	 NPT1 
CALL VSOLV (X,Y,L,U,W,PATCH) 
ALLNEINPI,1)=A$ALLNE(NPT,2)=Y$4LLNE(NPT,3)=L 
00 350 N2,NNW 
E=N-1 
W= 1.—E*Dw 
C 
C	 SOLVE FOR CUBIC IN U 
00 290 J4194 
GVEC(J4)((W*0MA1tJ491)+GMATtj4,2)*wMAbj493*wMATUJ44)
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290	 CONTINUE 
GVEC 14uVEC(4)—O 
GULSS=U 
LKOUcKUdSUL(GUESS,U,GVECI 
Uci TO (3400009300), IsUDE 
TRY W FOR U1. ON OUTER BCUNDARY 
01. 
DO 320 1=1,4 
GVEC( L)=0. 
00 310 J=1,4 
GVEC(I)=,VEC(I)fGMAT(J, LI 
CONTINUE 
GVEC(4)=GVEC(4)—U 
GUESS=1. 
IKclOE=KUBSOL (GuESS ,w,GVECI 
Go To (330,iô0,360), IUUE 
CALL ISOLV (X,Y,L,U,w,PATCH) 
NPTNPT+1 
ALINE(NPT, I) =XALINE( NP I, 2)=Y$ALINE(NPT ,3J=L 
GO TO 360 
CALL VSOLV (X,Y,L.,U,W,PATCHJ 
NP 1 NP 1+1 
ALINE(NPT,X$ALINE(NPI,2)Y$AL[NE(NPT93)L 
CONTINUE 
SCALE,PLNT AND PLOT 
CONTINUE 
IF (Np r.LE.11 Cu TO 310 
CALL PLII(OI (NPI,A,AL LNE,hM1N,VMLN,SCALE,1PRIN,XPRM,NAME3 
CONTINUE 
RE WWI tl 
C. 
C.
	
Et) OF PLANtX 
C
END 
C 
£ 
.300 
310 
320 
330 
•40 
350 
C; 
C, 
C 
3ôC) 
370 
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Subroutine VSOLV 
Subroutine VSOLV evaluates a patch equation for x-, y-, and z-coordinates with u 
and w given. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this subroutine are as 
follows:
-TS-1.. 
n
V(.,w, - 
u and w given 
 
VS(JLV LX,Y,. ,U,,PATCI-U 
C 
C	 SOLVES FOR V(U,) FROM PATCH EQUATION 
C
DIMENSION VEC(4,3),PtCh(4,4,3i,V(3k 
C
00 10 J4=1•,4 
00 10 K3=113 
VEC( Jt,K3) = ( ( 0*'ATCH( I, J4,K3j +PATCHL2,J4,K3fl *U4PATCH( 3, J4, Kill *Uf 
LPATCH(4,J4,K3) 
10	 CJNTI0E 
Uu 20 Ki1,3 
V(K3)=((VEC(1,K3)+VEC(2,K3)l*'l*VECt39K34.j*VEC(4,K3) 
CONTINUE 
X=V(1l$Y=Vt21$LV(3) 
RETURN 
NI)
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Function KUBSOL 
Function KUBSOL selects the required real root from the roots of a cubic equation. 
The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this function are as follows: 
FUNCTION $UcSuLtTL,T,CUEFFSj 
C	 FINDS THE RUC1S OF A CUbIC AND SELEC.TS4 THE REQUIRED REAL 
C	 ROUT bLTwEEN 0. ANt) 1. CLOSEST TO A GIVEN ESTIMATE 
C 
C	 THE ROUTINE SETS 
C	 YUbSULI	 SUCCESS 
C	 KU6SUL=2	 NO ACCEPTAbLE ROOT 
C	 KUt3sUL3	 ERROR 
C	 EL IS ESTIMATE FUR SELECTION OF k€QUL€O ROUT IF ALL ARE REAL 
C	 AM) bET,EEN U. AND I. 
C	 I IS REQUIRED ROUT WITH RUaSOL=I 
C	 CUEFFS(I) AKE THE COEFFICIENTS AT**3+1**2+CT+D=0. 
C
DIMENSION CUEFt-(4) 
COMPLEX RUuTS(3),FTEM(81 
DATA  
C 
C	 CHECK FUK GIVEN VARIABLE ON SEGMENT END POINTS 
C
T=O. 
IF (Abs(CUE&FS(4)1.LE.EPS) UC 1090 
1=1. 
CCC=CUEFFS(L)+CUEFFS(2)+CGEFFS(.3)+CUEFFS(4I 
IF 4AdS(CCC).LE.EP) GO TO 90 
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C 
C SOLVE 0u810 EQUATION FOR	 I 
L
IF
	
(AS(C0EFFS(1)).GT.LPlè 	 00
	 TO 
40 
IF	 tABS(CUEFFS(2)).GT.EPI)	 GO	 TO	 30 
IF	 (AdS(LUEFFSt).GT.EP1)	 001020 
10 1¼Ut3SUL3 
RETURN 
zu T=—CUEF(41/CUFFSt31 
R4JUTS(1RUUTSt2)OU1S(3T 
IF	 (1.L1.0..UR.E.G1.1.)	 GO	 10100 
GO TO 90 
30 1EMPCUES(3)*_4.*LaEFF5(*C0F4) 
IF	 t1EM.LT.U.I	 GO TO	 10 
TM P= S.R1 (1 tMP 
RUOTS(1)=RUUTS(2(_C0EFFS(*TM1t2.*0OF2H 
KUUTSt(COtHS(3)TMP/(	 .*COEFFS(2)) 
oU TO	 O 
40 CONTINUE 
CALLCUbIC	 tCUEFFS,RU0TS 
C 
C SELECT DESIRED ROOT 
C
TTkEALLRULJTS( 1) 
T=T 1 
IF	 (AIMAG(RUJTS(1)).E.U..ANU.TT..0._. TTE.l GO TO 60 
eO CONTINUE 
TT=REAL(ROUTS(21 i 
T=TT 
IF	 tAiMA(RUJTS(2)).E.0..NU.TT.GE.0.AN0.TT 	 E.1.1 GO TO 80 
TT=RtAL(t'OOTS(3) 
T = TT 
Ii-	 (AINAc;(KuoTsL3)I.E.o..ANU.TT.GE .0..AN0.TT.Lt.I.) GO TO 90 
ou TO 100 
bo IF	 tAIMA0(RUU1S(2)).NE.O.	 00 10 90 
11=RE AL I ROUT St 
IF	 ITT.LT.0..UR.TT.GT.1.1	 CU	 1080 
PINr	 10,	 1,Tt,TL,CULFFS,RUUTS 
70 FORMAl (//40H TWO ACCEPTABLE ROOTS FOUND, ROOTS ARE ,2E11.d/34h E 
1STIMATE FOR	 SELECTION OF	 R OU T S	 ,E11.8/15}-( COEFFICIENTS	 94E17.8/8 
H	 ROOTS =,otli.8//) 
IF	 (AdS(1L-1r).LT.AbStTLTH 	 T=TT 
80 iF	 IALMAG(RUUTSI3I).NE.O.)	 GO TO 90 
rr=REAL(ROUTSt3	 I 
IF	 (TT.LT.0..UR..TT.U1.1.)	 CU	 1090 
PRINT	 10,	 T,TT,IL,CUEFFS,RGOTS 
IF	 (A8S(TL-1T).LT.AbS(TL— T)I	 TTT 
90 CONTINUE 
KU8SUL =1 
RETURN 
100 CONTINUE 
KU8SUL2 
RETURN 
END
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Subroutine CUBIC 
Subroutine CUBIC uses the direct solution for the roots of the cubic equation: 
AX3 + BX2 + CX + D = 0. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for this subroutine 
are as follows:
Subroutine 
Solve directly 
for the roots 
of a cubic 
equation 
SUBkUUTINE CUBIC (A,X) 
C 
C 
C	 PR06KAMMER HSLNG—SHLh, CHANG 
C 
C
COMPLEX X 
ULMENSIUN X(3) 
UIMtNS1UN A(4i ,Xk(31, XI13J,AL(3) 
C 
C	 SOLVE THE CUBIC EQUATION F(X)=0 
C 
C	 F(X)=A(1)*X**3.-A(2)*X**+A(3)*A+A(4J 
C-. 
C	 .jUAUkATUJN FIX)=0 
C 
C	 F(X)A(IJ*X**2+Ai.(Z)*X+AQt3 
C 
C	 FX1=X**2+b2*X+63 
I PAT H2 
EX1./3. 
IF (A(4)) 20,10,20 
10	 XR(l)=0. 
GO TO 150 
20	 A2A(1*A(11 
Q=(27.*A2*44_9.*A(.fl*A(2)*A(3)+2.*A(2)**3/(54.*A2*A(1)) 
IF (Q) 40,30,50 
30	 L0. 
(O Tu 140 
'tO	 Q-
1PALHl 
0
AR G
	
j *) + Q* Q 
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IF (ARGI 60910,80 
bO	 L-2.*SQRTL-P)*CUS(AJAN(SQRT(-ARG)/Q)/3.) 
GO TO 120 
70	 Z-2.*Q**EX 
GO TO 120 
80	 SARGSRT(ARG) 
IF LP) 90,100,110 
90	 L-(W*SARG1**EX-t-SARGJ**EX 
GO TO 120 
100	 Z=-(2.4Q)**EX 
GU TO 120 
110	 LSRG-Q1**EX-(SAG+Q)*EX 
120	 GO TO (130,140), IPATH 
130	 L=-i. 
140	 XR(11(3.*A(1)*-A()1/(3.*A(1)) 
150	 M1(1)=AL11 
A(2-)A(2)+XRt11*A(1) 
ALi(3)4(3)+XR(1)*A0(2)
82=A(t2)/A0( 11 
b3A(3)/AQL £1 
X1=-62/2. 
DI SCXI*X1-83 
IF	 tULS(;.LT.0.0)	 160,170 
160 X2=S(RT(-DISC) 
XR( 31	 (1 
Xl tZ=X2 
EU 200 
110 IF	 (U1SC.Ew.0.0)	 180,190 
180 X2=0. 
XU2 )=X1+X2 
XR(3)=X1-X2 
XI(Z)=O. 
GO 10 200 
190 X2=Soi(T(UISC) 
Xk(2)=A1+X2 
AR(3)X1-X2 
X1()0. 
200 XL(11=0. 
Xi (3)-XI( 21 
X( lj=CMPLXIAk( 11 ,XIL £11 
Xl 2CMPLX I Xk (21 ,X It 21) 
X(3)=CMPLX(X((31,XL(311 
RETURN 
END
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Subroutine PLTROT 
Subroutine PLTROT rotates and translates points defining a cross section, generates 
plot instructions, and prints the points. The flow chart and the FORTRAN statements for 
this subroutine are as follows:
Subroutine PLTROT 
Print 
original 
line of 
p0mm 
Rotate and 
project 
points 
Write 
plot Vectorsfor 
plums
Print
rotated line
of
points
—,o,J-
SUi3ROtJ11i'E PLIROT tNPT, A,ALINE,HMIN, VMLIl,SCAL€ , 1PUN,XP,NAMEi 
C 
C	 kUTATES A S1 OF 31) POINTS INTO A SPECIFIED PLANE 
C	 Ath) GEN1(ATES A CALCGMP PLOT TAPE 
C
DIMENSION At3,31,ALLNE(52,3),RLLNE(5493) 
DIMENSiON XPI3) , NAME (2 
DATA EPS/.0000000L/ 
C
N1 
£0	 NN+I 
Tl=ABSIALINE (N— I, 11 — AL INE (N, 11) 
T2=AbS(ALL NE(N — L ,21—ALLNE(N,2)) 
T3=ABS(ALINE(N-1,3)—ALINE(N,3)) 
IF t.NUT.(TA.LL.EPS.AND.12.LE..EPS.ANO.T3.LE.EPSII GO TO 30 
DO 20 NK=N,NPT 
DO 20 N310 
ALiNtE(Ni'-1 ,N3JALINE(NK,N31 
NPTNPT-1 
N=N-1 
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30	 IF (N.NE.NPTJ 00 TO 10 
IF LNP1.LE.1) kEJUN 
GO TO (70,40,70,40), IPRLN 
40	 CONTINUE 
00 50 N1,NPT 
DO 50 N3193 
50	 RLANEIN,N31=ALINC(N,N31/SLALE 
w}UTL (ô,ôÜ) (LALjNE(I,J),J193),(RL1NELI,J),J1,3),tI,NPT1 
0	 FORMAl t/144X,31HC06RUINATES OF POINTS OF INTERSECTION/27X18HORIGI 
INALS2X,6HSCAL[U//7X, IHXI9X,1hY19X,1I-tL19X,1HXI9X, IHY19X,IHL/(aE20.8 
2)1 
•70	 C0eT INUE 
00 100 N=1,NPT 
RLINE(N, 1)=0. 
RI LNE(N, 2)=0. 
RLLNE(N, 3)U. 
00 ,0 L1,3 
Ut) dO J=113 
do	 RLL.tN,I1RL1NE(N,fl+A(L,J)*ALINt(N,J1 
90	 RLINELN,1)LLNL(N,L)XPIII 
100	 CONTINUE 
RLLNt(NPT+1, 2)=HMIN 
RLINE(NPT+1 ,j)VMIN 
RL INE( NPTf2, 21 = SCALE 
14.LLNE(NPT+2, 1 =SCALE 
CALL LINE (RLINE( 1,21 ,RLINE( 1,3) ,NPT, 1,0,0,01 
GO TO (10,15O 9 110,110), IPRIN 
110	 CONTINUE 
DO 130 N=1,NPT 
00 120 N3=1,3 
120	 ALINELN,N3)=RLINI(N,N3)/SCALt 
130	 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,140) ((RL[NE(1 9 J),J1,3),(ALINE. (i,J),J1,3) ,I=I,NPTI 
140	 FORMAT t//33X,59HCUORUINATES OF POINTS OF INTERSECTION ROTATED INI 
10 YL PLANE/27X,hORIGLNAL52X,6HSCALEO//7X,1HX19X,1HY19X,1HL19X,l 
219X, Ji-IYI9X, IHL/(oE 20.81) 
150	 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C 
C	 END OF PLTRUT 
C
END
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Function IPCOF 
Function IPCOF finds the coefficients of a plane from three given points. The flow 
chart and the FORTRAN statements for this function are as follows: 
Compute the 
equation of a 
plane from 
3 given point. 
FUNCrIGN IPCUF tA,8,C,0,PI,P2,P3j 
ULMENIO'J PItij ,P2(3,P3(3,4MAT(3,3),t3MAT(3),JPlVOT(3 
C 
C	 FINDS THE COEFFICIENTS OF A PLANE IN THE 
C	 FORM A+Y+Ci0 
C
0414 EPS/1.E—t/ 
0=1. 
00 JO I1,4 
00 10 I4311i 
AMATiI ,N31=1(N31 
AMAT (2 ,N3J=P2( N3. 
AMAT (3 9 N3) =P3(Ni) 
10	 3MAT(N3J-=k. 
11=1-1 
IF (Il.E.0) 6b TO 30 
00 20 N3=1,3 
DMAT(N31= — AMAT(N3, III 
At4AT(N3,iI)=-1. 
20	 CONTINUE 
30	 CONTINUE 
CALL SIMEQ (AMAI93,kiMAT,1,UET,jpiVQT,3,LS(.4LEJ 
IF (AdS(oET.LE.EPS1 GO TO 50 
IF (1.Eu.1) 00 10 40 
OoMAT( It) 
BilATtIIl=1. 
40	 A.bMAT(1) 
b°UMAE (2) 
C=th1AT(31 
IPCUFI
E TORN 
50	 CONTINUE 
IPCUF= 
RETURN 
C 
C
 
C
END 
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Langley Library Subroutine SIMEQ 
Language: FORTRAN 
Purpose: SIMEQ solves the matrix equation AX = B where A is a square coefficient matrix and B is a 
matrix of constant vectors. The solution to a set of simultaneous equations and the determinant may be 
obtained. If the user wants the determinant only, use DETEV for savings in time and storage. 
Use: CALL SIMEQ (A, N, B, M, DETERM, IPIVOT, NMAX ISCALE) 
A	 A two-dimensional array of the coefficients. 
N	 The order of A; 1 N NMAX. 
B	 A two-dimensional array of the constant vectors B. On return to calling program, X is 
stored in B. 
M	 The number of column vectors in B. 
DETERM Gives the value of the determinant by the following formula: 
DET(A) = (10100)IS(DETERM) 
IPIVOT	 A one-dimensional array of temporary storage used by the routine. 
NMAX	 The maximum order of A as stated in dimension statement of calling program. 
ISCALE	 A scale factor computed by subroutine to keep results of computation within the floating-
point word size of the computer. 
Restrictions: Arrays A, B, and IPIVOT are dimensioned with variable dimensions in the subroutine. The 
maximum size of these arrays must be specified in a DIMENSION statement of the calling program as: 
A (NMAX, NMAX), B (NMAX, M), IPIVOT (NMAX). The original matrices, A and B, are destroyed. 
They must be saved by the user if there is further need for them. The determinant is set to zero for 
a singular matrix. 
Method: Jordan's method is used through a succession of elementary transformations: ln, 1n-1' . ., lj. 
If these transformations are applied to a matrix B of constant vectors, the result is X where AX = B. 
Each transformation is selected so that the largest element is used in the pivotal position. 
Accuracy: Total pivotal strategy is used to minimize the rounding errors; however, the accuracy of the 
final results depends upon how well-conditioned the original matrix is. 
Reference: (a) Fox, L.: An Introduction to Numerical Linear Algebra. Oxford Univ. Press, c.1965. 
Storage: 4328 locations. 
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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The FORTRAN statements for this subroutine are as follows: 
SU8R0UfI;E SIME	 (A,N,,M,DETEM,IPIVOT,N1AX, ISCALE) 
C	 SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 
** 4 UUCUMENT DATE 0-01-68	 SU8FUUTLNE REVISED 08-Ul-68********* 
C
DIMENSION IPIVUT(N),AINMAX,NI,d(NMAX,Mj 
EULVALENLE (iR0,JROW) ,(ICULUM,JCOLUM),IAMAX,T,SWAP) 
C 
C	 INITIALIZATION 
I.-
10	 ISCALE=O 
R11O.0*c 100 
R2=1 .0/RI 
UETEKM=1.0 
00 20 J=1,N 
20	 IPIVOT(J)=O 
00 380 1=11N 
C 
C	 SEAi(CH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 
C
AMAXO.0 
DO 70 J1,N 
IF 1IPIVOT(J1-1) 30,10130 
30	 Ou ôÜ	 1,N 
IF (tPIVUT(c-1) 40,60,390 
IF IA8SIAMAX)-A8S(ALJ,KIfl 50960,60 
50	 1kth=J 
ICOLUMK 
AMAXA(J ,K,è 
oO	 CONTINUE 
10	 COI'ITLNUE 
IF (AMAX) 9096U,0 
60	 OETERM=O.0 
I SCALE=0 
00 10 .390 
vo	 LPIVUT(ICOLUM)=IPIVUTIICCLUM)+I 
C 
C	 INTERCHANGE RU	 TO P01 PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
C
IF (IR0A-ICULUM) 100,1.409100 
100	 DETERM-UETERM 
00 110 L1,N 
SiAPA(IRUW,L) 
A(IkO4,LJ=At ICULUM,L) 
1.10	 A(ICULUM,LSAP 
IF (Ml 140,140,120 
120	 DU 130 L10 
SWAPk3(IRQW,Li 
is( IRUW,L)=b( ICOLUM,Ll 
130	 81ICULUM,L1=SWAP 
140	 PIVUT=A(ICULUM,ICULUM) 
If (PIVOT) 1501801150 
C 
C	 SCALE THE DETERMINANT 
C 
10	 PIVUTL=PIVOT 
IF LA8SLOETERM)-R1) ldO,160,160 
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Lou	 0ETiMUETEkM/kt 
1SCALEISCAL1 
IF tAS(L)EtEiM)-R11 2109110,170 
170	 0tLERM=OLTERM/R1 
ISCALE1SCAL+1 
GO TO 210 
180	 [r tA3S(UETi(Mi-F2) 190,10,210 
PiG	 0ETtRfl0ETERMR1 
tSC4L ISC?L E- I 
IF (AS(UETE gM)-R2) 200,20C,210 
200	 DETMUETEkM*Ri 
I SCALE I SCAL E-I 
210	 IF (A8S(PIVUTI)-R1) 2401220,220 
220	 pIvurI=PIVUTI/R1 
ISCALEISCALE'I 
IF LA6S(PIVUTI)-Rl) 210,230,230 
PIVu1IPiVOI I/RI 
ISCALEISCALE+1 
CU TO 270 
240	 IF '(-AbS(PIVUTIJ-k2J 250,2509270 
20	 PLVUT1PIOTI*ki 
ISCALEISCALL-1 
IF (A6S(PIVOTI)-R2) 260,20921U 
60	 PIVOTLPIVOTI*R1 
ISCALE1S(..ALE-1 
210	 DL1EF(M=OETc(M*PlV0TI 
C 
C	 OlI0E PIVUI RUd BY PIVOT ELEMENT 
C
00 23 L=1,N 
IF tIPIVOT(L1) 280,20,390 
280	 4LLLULUM,L)4(ICCLUM,L)/PLV0T 
290	 CUNTINUE 
II.: (M) 3200209300 
.300	 00 313 L1,M 
flU	 b(ICULUM,L)8(LLCLUM,U/PIV0T 
L 
L	 REoUCE NCJN-PIVU1 ROWS 
C 
320	 00 380 LI=1,N 
IF (L1-lLOLUM) 330,380,3.30 
330	 1=A(LL,ICULUM) 
Dii 5U L1,N 
IF (IPIVUT(L)-I) 31,093Q,390 
340	 A(LI,L)4(L1,L)-A( ICULUM,L)*T 
350 C0NTliUE 
IF (M) 3809360,ibO 
360	 00 370 L14 
70	 8(LI,L)b(L1,L_8(LCOLUM,L)*T 
380	 CONTINUE 
390	 RETURN 
END
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PROGRAM USE
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
This program is for fitting smooth surfaces to the component parts of an aircraft 
configuration using a three-dimensional modeling technique called Coon's patches (ref. 1). 
It is identified as program D3400. 
PROGRAM SETUP FOR A COMPILE AND EXECUTE 
This section describes the input data requirements, limitations, and the punched 
card formats. The program will end normally if there are no input cards at the beginning 
of a READ sequence. 
The input data cards are assembled with the program decks in the order illustrated 
in sketch (d).
EOF 
Data Deck
	 I I 
EOR 
Overlay(4, 0) 
Overlay(3, 0) 1 
1ay(2,O) /o	
1?:Plot Card ( s) 
/ f Option Card 
srlay(0 0)
	
isurace Point 
i1 
Description	 I I
EOR 
Postprocessing 
Cards 
Job Execution 
I Cards 
Process Card
Sketch (d) 
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA CARDS 
Configuration 
The form for the airplane configuration input has become known throughout the air-
craft industry as the Harris Wave Drag geometry input and is identical to that described 
in reference 3. 
Since the airplane has to be symmetrical about the XZ-plane, only half of the air-
plane need be described to the computer. The convention used in presenting the input data 
is that the half of the airplane on the positive Y-side of the XZ-plane is presented. The 
program then uses this information to construct the complete airplane if required. The 
number of input cards depends on the number of components used to describe the configu-
ration and the amount of detail used to describe each component. It is not possible to 
change only part of a configuration in a succeeding case. The complete configuration 
must be input each time. The method of input is by FORTRAN "READ" statements. 
Card 1 - Identification. - Card 1 contains any desired identifying information in 
columns 1 to 80. 
Card 2 - Control integers. - Card 2 contains 24 integers, each punched right-
justified in a 3-column field. Columns 73 to 80 may be used in any desired manner. An 
identification of the card columns, the name used by the source program, and a descrip-
tion of each integer are given in the following table: 
Columns	 FORTRAN	 Description name 
01to03	 JO	 If 
If 
04to06	 Ji	 If 
If 
If 
07to09	 J2	 If 
If 
If
JO = 0, no reference area 
JO = 1, reference area to be read 
J1 = 0, no wing data 
Ji = 1, cambered wing data to be read 
Ji = -1, uncambered wing data to be read 
J2 = 0, no fuselage data 
J2 = 1, data for arbitrarily shaped fuselage 
to be read 
J2 = -1, data for circular fuselage to be read 
(with J6 = 0, fuselage will be 
cambered; with J6 = -1, fuselage 
will be symmetrical with XY-plane; 
with J6 = 1, entire configuration 
will be symmetrical with XY-plane) 
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Columns FORTRAN Description name 
10 to 12 J3 If	 J3 = 0, no pod data 
If	 J3 = 1, pod data to be read 
13 to 15 J4 If	 J4 = 0, no fin data 
If	 J4 = 1 2 fin data to be read 
16 to 18 J5 If	 J5 = 0, no canard data 
If	 J5 = 1, canard data to be read 
19 to 21 J6 Simplification code: 
If	 J6 = 0, indicates a cambered circular or 
arbitrary fuselage if
	 J2	 0 
If	 J6 = 1, complete configuration is symmet-
rical with respect to XY-plane, 
which implies uncambe red circular 
fuselage if there is a fuselage 
If	 J6 = -1 2 indicates uncambered circular 
fuselage with	 J2	 0 
22 to 24 NWAF Number of airfoil sections used to describe the 
wing; 4	 NWAF	 20 
25 to 27 NWAFOR Number of ordinates used to define each wing 
airfoil section;	 4 :_5 NWAFOR	 30 
28 to 30 NFUS Number of fuselage segments;
	 1	 NFUS	 4 
31 to 33 NRADX(1) Number of points used to represent half-section 
of first fuselage segment; if fuselage is circu-
lar, the program computes indicated number of 
y- and z-ordinates;	 4	 NRADX(1)	 30 
34 to 36 NFORX(1) Number of stations for first fuselage segment; 
4	 NFORX(1)	 30 
37 to 39 NRADX(2) Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for second 
40 to 42 NFORX(2) fuselage segment 
43 to 45 NRADX(3) Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for third 
46 to 48 NFORX(3) fuselage segment 
49 to 51 NRADX(4) Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for fourth 
52 to 54 NFORX(4) fuselage segment
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Columns FORTRAN Description name 
55 to 57 NP Number of pods described;	 NP	 9 
58 to 60 NPODOR Number of stations at which pod radii are to be 
specified;	 4	 NPODOR	 30 
61 to 63 NF Number of fins (vertical tails) described; 
NF < 6 
64 to 66 NFINOR Number of ordinates used to define each fin air-
foil section;	 4 S NFINOR	 10 
67 to 69 NCAN Number of canards (horizontal tails) described 
NCAN2 
70 to 72 NCANOR Number of ordinates used to define each canard 
airfoil section;	 4	 NCANOR	 10; if NCANOR 
is given a negative sign, the program will expect 
to read lower ordinates also; otherwise, airfoil 
is assumed to be symmetrical
Cards 3, 4 1 . . . - remaining data input cards. - The remaining data input cards 
contain a detailed description of each component of the airplane. Each card contains up 
to 10 values, each value punched in a 7-column field with a decimal and may be identified 
in columns 73 to 80. The cards are arranged in the following order: reference area, 
wing data cards, fuselage data cards, pod (or nacelle) data cards, fin (vertical tail) data 
cards, and canard (or horizontal tail) data cards. 
Reference area card: The reference area value is punched in columns 1 to 7 and 
may be identified as RE FA in columns 73 to 80. This value is not used by the program 
but may be present in an already existing input deck. 
Wing data cards: The first wing data card (or cards) contains the locations in per-
cent chord at which the ordinates of all the wing airfoils are to be specified. There will 
be exactly NWAFOR locations in percent chord given. Each card may be identified in 
columns 73 to 80 by the symbol XAFj where j denotes the number of the last location in 
percent chord given on that card. For example, if NWAFOR = 16, there are 16 ordinates 
to be specified for every airfoil, and two data cards will be required. The first XAF card 
is identified as XAF 10 and the second as XAF 16. 
The next wing data cards (there will be NWAF cards) each contain four numbers 
which give the origin and chord length of each of the wing airfoils that is to be specified. 
The cards representing the most inboard airfoil are given first, followed by the cards for 
successive airfoils. The information is arranged on each card as follows:
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Columns Description 
1 to 7 x-ordinate of airfoil leading edge 
8 to 14 y-ordinate of airfoil leading edge 
15 to 21 z-ordinate of airfoil leading edge 
22 to 28 Airfoil streamwise chord length 
73 to 80 Card identification, WAFORGJ where 	 j	 denotes the 
particular airfoil; for example, WAFORG1 denotes 
first (most inboard) airfoil
If a cambered wing has been specified, the next set of wing data cards is the mean 
camber line (TZORD) cards. The first card contains up to 10 Az values, referenced 
to the z-ordinate of the airfoil leading edge, at each of the specified percents of chord 
for the first airfoil. If more than 10 values are to be specified for each airfoil (there 
will be NWAFOR values), the remaining values are continued on successive cards. The 
remaining airfoils are described in the same manner, data for each airfoil starting on a 
new card, and the cards arranged in the order which begins with the most inboard airfoil 
and proceeds to the outboard. Each card may be identified in columns 73 to 80 as 
TZORDj, where j denotes the particular airfoil. 
Next are the wing airfoil ordinate (WAFORD) cards. The first card contains up to 
10 half-thickness ordinates of the first airfoil expressed as percent chord. If more than 
10 ordinates are to be specified for each airfoil (there will be NWAFOR values), the 
remaining ordinates are continued on successive cards. The remaining airfoils are each 
described in the same manner, and the cards are arranged in the order which begins with 
the most inboard airfoil and proceeds to the outboard. Each card may be identified in 
columns 73 to 80 as WAFORD), where j denotes the particular airfoil. 
Fuselage data cards: The first card (or cards) specifies the x-values of the fuse-
lage stations of the first segment. There will be NFORX(1) values and the cards may be 
identified in columns 73 to 80 by the symbol XFUSj where j denotes the number of the 
last fuselage station given on that card. 
If the fuselage is circular and cambered, the next set of cards specifies the 
z-locations of the center of the circular sections. There will be NFORX(1) values and 
the cards maybe identified in columns 73 to 80 by the symbol ZFUSj where j denotes 
the number of the last fuselage station given on that card. 
If the fuselage is circular, the next card (or cards) gives the fuselage cross-

sectional areas, and may be identified in columns 73 to 80 by the symbol FUSARDj where

j denotes the number of the last fuselage station given on that card. If the fuselage is of 
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arbitrary shape, the y-ordinates for a half-section are given (NRADX(1) values) and 
identified in columns 73 to 80 as Yi where i is the station number. Following these 
are the corresponding z-ordinates (NRADX(1) values) for the half-section identified in 
columns 73 to 80 as Zi where i is the station number. Each station will have a set of 
Y and Z cards, and the' convention of ordering the ordinates from bottom to top is 
observed. 
For each fuselage segment a new set of cards as described must be provided. The 
segment descriptions should be given in order of increasing values of x. 
Pod data cards: The first pod or nacelle data card specifies the location of the 
origin of the first pod. The information is arranged on the card as follows: 
	
Columns	 Description 
1 to 7	 x-ordinate of origin of first pod 
	
8 to 14	 y-ordinate of origin of first pod 
	
15 to 21	 z-ordinate of origin of first pod 
	
73 to 80	 Card identification, PODORGj where j denotes pod number 
The next pod input data card (or cards) contains the x-ordinates, referenced to the 
pod origin, at which the pod radii (there will be NPODOR of them) are to be specified. 
The first x-value must be zero, and the last x-value is the length of the pod. These cards 
may be identified in columns 73 to 80 by the symbol XPODJ where j denotes the pod 
number. For example, XPOD1 represents the first pod. 
The next pod input data cards give the pod radii corresponding to the pod stations 
that have been specified. These cards may be identified in columns 73 to 80 as PODRj 
where j denotes the pod number. 
For each additional pod, new PODORG, XPOD, and PODR cards must be provided. 
Only single pods are described but the program assumes that if the y-ordinate is not zero 
an exact duplicate is located symmetrically with respect to the XZ-plane; a y-ordinate of 
zero implies a single pod. 
Fin data cards: Exactly three data input cards are used to describe a fin. The 
information presented on the first fin data input card is as follows: 
	
Columns	 Description 
1 to 7	 x-ordinate of lower airfoil leading edge 
	
8 to 14	 y-ordinate of lower airfoil leading edge 
	
15 to 21	 z-ordinate of lower airfoil leading edge
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Columns	 Descrintion 
22 to 28 Chord length of lower airfoil 
29 to 35 x-ordinate of upper airfoil leading edge 
36 to 42 y-ordinate of upper airfoil leading edge 
43 to 49 z-ordinate of upper airfoil leading edge 
50 to 56 Chord length of upper airfoil 
73 to 80 Card identification, FINORGj where
	 j	 denotes fin number 
The second fin data input card contains up to 10 locations in percent chord (exactly 
NFINOR of them) at which the fin airfoil ordinates are to be specified. The card may be 
identified in columns 73 to 80 as XFINj where j denotes the fin number. 
The third fin data input card contains the fin airfoil half-thickness ordinates 
expressed in percent chord. Since the fin airfoil must be symmetrical, only the ordinates 
on the positive y-side of the fin chord plane are specified. The card identification, 
FINORDJ, may be given in columns 73 to 80, where j denotes the fin number. 
For each fin, new FINORG, XFIN, and FINORD cards must be provided. 
Only single fins are described but the program assumes that if the y-ordinate is not 
zero an exact duplicate is located symmetrically with respect to the XZ-plane; a 
y-ordinate of zero implies a single fin. 
Canard data cards: If the canard (or horizontal tail) airfoil is symmetrical, 
exactly three cards are used to describe a canard, and the input is given in the same 
manner as for the fin. If, however, the canard airfoil is not symmetrical (indicated by a 
negative value of NCANOR), a fourth canard data input card will be required to give the 
lower ordinates. The information presented on the first canard data input card is as 
follows: 
Columns	 Descrinthn 
1 to 7 x-ordinate of inboard airfoil leading edge 
8 to 14 y-ordinate of inboard airfoil leading edge 
15 to 21 z-ordinate of inboard airfoil leading edge 
22 to 28 Chord length of inboard airfoil 
29 to 35 x-ordinate of outboard airfoil leading edge 
36 to 42 y-ordinate of outboard airfoil leading edge 
43 to 49 z-ordinate of outboard airfoil leading edge
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Columns	 Description 
50 to 56	 Chord length of outboard airfoil 
73 to 80	 Card identification, CANORGj where j denotes the canard number 
The second canard data input card contains up to 10 locations in percent chord 
(exactly NCANOR of them) at which the canard airfoil ordinates are to be specified. The 
card may be identified in columns 73 to 80 as XCANj where j denotes the canard 
number. 
The third canard data input card contains the upper half-thickness ordinates, 
expressed in percent chord, of the canard airfoil. This card may be identified in 
columns 73 to 80 as CANORDj where j denotes the canard number. If the canard air-
foil is not symmetrical, the lower ordinates are presented on a second CANORD card. 
The program expects both upper and lower ordinates to be punched as positive values in 
percent chord. 
For another canard, new CANORG, XCAN, and CANORD cards must be provided. 
Alternate Surface -Description Input 
The surface-description method used in this report is not restricted to any partic-
ular shape. An airplane configuration was chosen for the current application because of 
its complexity and an anticipated need. The program input is best thought of as a set of 
points describing a surface Or surfaces. 
To use the program for a different input form, the user may substitute another 
overlay (1,0) for preprocessing input data in the proper form to be used by the program. 
If desired to print this input data, provisions to do so should be provided for in over-
lay (1,0) 
Overlay (1,0) must: 
1. Store in labeled COMMON 
COMMON/PATPLT/XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX, NOBJ 
The minimums and maximums define a box in which the shape to be plotted ortho-
graphically will fit. These values are not used for the cross-section plots, but space 
must be allowed so that NOBJ will occupy the correct position. 
NOBJ is the number of objects (or components) each made up of a number of sur-
faces, all of which could form a body. 
2. Write binary tape 10 in the following format. FORTRAN names from the given pro-
gram are used for illustration.
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Record 
1
Name	 Purpose 
ABC(8) Identification 
For NOBJ1) 
NSURF Number of surfaces in object 
Ml Not used 
M2(2) Name of object (for printing only) 
M3 Not used 
M4 Not used 
(For NSURF1) 
NCOL Number of columns of grid points,
	 31 
NROW Number of rows of grid points,
	 31 
N3 Not used 
N4 Not used 
N5 Not used 
((ALINE(N,N3), N=1, NCOL), NROW lines of NCOL points (x,y,z) 
N3=1,3) 
((ALINE(N,N3), N=1, NROW), NCOL lines of NROW points (x,y,z) 
N3=1,3) 
(Repeat records 3, 4, and 5 for the number of surfaces given in record 2)
14 
'5
(Repeat record 2 for each NOBJ as given in labeled COMMON PATPLT 
and repeat records 3, 4, and 5 as required.) 
(Although the dummy variables are not used at the present time, they 
must be written on tape.) 
Great care must be taken to describe the grid of input points in exactly the manner 
specified so that in a collection of surfaces the outward normal vectors will be consistent. 
For the current application, the rectangular grid of values (not necessarily rectangular in 
shape) does not require any specific corner as the starting place. However, points must 
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Column	 FORTRAN name Description 
be given as lines in a rowwise direction then as lines in a columnwise direction as 
illustrated in sketch (e)
Sketch (e) 
3. If it is desired to increase the number of points in the rows and/or columns and it is 
not feasible to break a surface down into more than one surface, increase all dimen-
sions of 31 to the maximum of NCOL or NROW in: 
(a) Overlay (1,0), program START 
(b) Overlay (2,0), subroutine PACH. Also in subroutine PAC, change the dimen-
sions of the SLOPE array to SLOPE(NCOL max) NROWmax,3) and change 
MAXN in the data statement to the largest of NCOLmax or NROWmax• 
Option Card 
The option card indicates to the program the next kind of input to be read. 
4	 ITYPE	 If ITYPE = 1, Read orthographic-projection plot 
card 
If ITYPE = 2, Read cross-section plot card 
If ITYPE = 3, Read another set of geometry cards 
Plot Cards 
A single card contains all the necessary information for one plot. The available 
options and the necessary input for each are described in the following sections.
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Orthographic projections (ITYPE = 1).- For one orthographic projection, the card 
should be set up as follows: 
Columns FORTRAN Description name 
1 HORZ "X", "Y", or "Z" for horizontal axis 
3 VERT "X", "Y", or "Z" for vertical axis 
5 to 7 TEST1 Word "OUT" for deletion of hidden lines; otherwise, 
leave blank 
8 to 12 PHI Roll angle, degrees 
13 to 17 THETA Pitch angle, degrees 
18 to 22 PSI Yaw angle, degrees 
48 to 52 PLOTSZ Plot frame size (scale factor is computed by using 
PLOTSZ and maximum dimension of configuration, 
i.e., the maximum dimension, usually the body 
length, will be scaled to exactly PLOTSZ) 
53 to 55 TYPE Word "ORT" 
56 to 58 NOU Number of lines, originating on the
	 w = 0.0	 boundary, 
computed within each patch for enriching the sur-
face grid in the w-direction,
	 NOU	 50 
59 to 61 NOW Number of lines, originating on the
	 u = 0.0	 boundary, 
computed within each patch for enriching the sur-
face grid in the u-direction,
	 NOW	 50 
64 ISIDE If	 ISIDE = 0 or 1, plot described body 
If	 ISIDE = 2, plot described body and mirror image 
72 KODE If	 KODE = 0, continue to read plot cards 
If	 KODE	 0, return and read option card after this 
plot 
Plan, front, and side views (stacked) (ITYPE = 1).- For plan, front, and side views 
stacked one above the other in a pleasing-to-the-eye arrangement, the card should be set 
up as follows: 
Columns FORTRAN Description name 
5 to 7 TEST 1 Word "OUT" for deletion of hidden lines; other-
wise leave blank
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Columns FORTRAN Description name 
8 to 12 PHI y-origin on paper of plan view, inches 
13 to 17 THETA y-origin on paper of side view, inches 
18 to 22 PSI y-origin on paper of front view, inches 
48 to 52 PLOTSZ Plot frame size (scale factor is computed 
using PLOTSZ and maximum dimension of 
configuration, i.e., the maximum dimension, 
usually the body length, will be scaled to 
exactly PLOTSZ) 
53 to 55 TYPE Word 'tVU3" 
56 to 58 NOU Number of lines, originating on the	 w = 0.0 
boundary, computed within each patch for 
enriching the surface grid in the w-direction, 
NOU5O 
59 to 61 NOW Number of lines, originating on the	 u = 0.0 
boundary, computed within each patch for 
enriching the surface grid in the u-direction, 
NOW 5 50 
64	 ISIDE	 If ISIDE = 0 or 1, plot described body 
If ISIDE = 2, plot described body and mirror 
image 
72	 KODE	 If KODE = 0, continue to read plot cards 
If KODE 0, return and read option card after 
this plot 
Cross-section plots where the method of input for defining the plane is by three 
input points (ITYPE = 2).- For cross-section plots where the method of input for defining 
the plane is by three input points (ITYPE = 2), the input card should be set up as follows: 
FORTRAN	 . . Columns
	
	
Description name  
1 to 6	 PPL1(1)	 x1, also used as x0
7 to 12 PPL1(2) y1, also used as y0 
13 to 18 PPL1(3) z1, also used as z0
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Columns FORTRAN Description name 
19 to 24 PPL2(1) 
25 to 30 PPL2(2) y2 
31 to 36 PPL2(3) z2 
37 to 42 PPL3(1) x3 
43 to 48 PPL3(2) y3 
49 to 54 PPL3(3) z3 
55 to 60 PLOTSZ Scale factor, inches/unit 
61 to 63 HPAGE Horizontal paper origin, inêhes (a value of 0.0 
will overlay the plots) 
64 to 66 VPAGE Vertical paper origin will be half of VPAGE, 
inches 
67 to 69 INP Word "PNT" 
70 to 72 NOU Number of u-values between 0.0 and 1.0, together 
with the
	 u = 0.0	 and	 u = 1.0	 values, where 
interpolated values of
	 w	 are to be computed, 
NOU50 
73 to 75 NOW Number of w-values between 0.0 and 1.0, together 
with the
	 w = 0.0	 and	 w = 1.0	 values, where 
interpolated values of
	 u	 are to be computed, 
NOW	 50 
76 to 77 "ICUT Number of additional cross-section plots desired 
*For ICUT 0, a second input card is required: 
Columns	 FORTRAN	 Description name  
1 to 6 DX AX for x1 ,	 x2 , and	 x3 
7 to 12 DY AY for y 1 ,	 y 2 , and	 y3 
13 to 18 DZ AZ for z 1 ,	 z 2 , and	 z3 
21 III If III = O nints will h	 overlaid with 1WAP------
applied only after last plot 
If IH ' 0, normal HPAGE spacing between each 
plot 
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Columns	 FORTRAN Description name 
78	 ISIDE If ISIDE = 0 or 1, examine given body 
If ISIDE = 2, examine given body and its mirror 
image 
79	 IPRIN If IPRIN = 0 or 1, do not print intersection 
points 
If IPRIN = 2, print original and original rotated 
points of intersection 
If IPRIN = 3, print scaled, and scaled rotated 
points of intersection 
If IPRIN = 4, print points of intersectinw 
original and original rotated, 
scaled and scaled rotated 
80	 KODE If KODE = 0, continue to read plot cards 
If KODE j 0, return and read option card after 
this plot 
Cross-section plots where the method of input for defining the plane is by specifying 
a Mach number to define a Mach angle, an angle to define the orientation of the , Mach 
angle, and the plane intercept on the X-axis (ITYPE = 2).- For cross-section plots where 
the method of input for defining the plane is by specifying a Mach number to define a Mach 
angle, an angle to define the orientation of the Mach angle, and the plane intercept on the 
X-axis (ITYPE = 2), the input card should be set up as follows: 
Columns FORTRAN Description name 
1 t 6 PPL1(1) X0 
7 to 12 PPL1(2) Y0 
13 to 18 PPL1(3) Z0 
19 to 24 PPL2(1) X-intercept 
25 to 30 PPL2(2) Roll angle of plane, degrees 
31 to 36 PPL2(3) Mach number, >1.0 
55 to 60 PLOTSZ Scale factor, inches/unit 
61 to 63 HPAGE Horizontal paper origin, inches (a value of 0.0 
will overlay the plots) 
64 to 66 VPAGE Vertical paper origin will be half of VPAGE, 
inches
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Columns FORTRAN Description name — 
67 to 69 INP Word "ANGt' 
70 to 72 NOU Number of u-values between 0.0 and 1.0, together 
with the
	 u = 0.0	 and	 u = 1.0	 values, where 
interpolated values of	 w	 are to be computed, 
NOU50 
73 to 75 NOW Number of w-values between 0.0 and 1.0, together 
with the
	 w = 0.0	 and	 w = 1.0	 values, where 
interpolated values of 	 u	 are to be computed, 
NOW	 50 
76 to 77 *ICUT Number of additional cross-section plots desired 
78 ISIDE If	 ISIDE = 0 or 1, examine given body 
If	 ISIDE = 2, examine given body and its mirror 
image 
79 IPRIN If	 IPRIN = 0 or 1, do not print intersection points 
If	 IPRIN = 2, print original and original rotated 
points of intersection 
If	 IPRIN = 3, print scaled and scaled rotated 
points of intersection 
If	 IPRIN = 4, print points of intersection: 
original and original rotated, 
scaled and scaled rotated 
80 KODE If	 KODE = 0, continue to read plot cards 
If	 KODE j 0, return and read option card after 
this plot 
For ICUT * 0, a second input card is required: 
Columns FORTRAN Description name 
1 to 6 DX A	 for X-intercept 
7 to 12 DY A	 for roll angle 
13 to 18 DZ A for Mach number 
21 IH If	 UI = 0, plots will be overlaid with HPAGE 
applied only after last plot 
If UI
	
0, normal HPAGE spacing between each 
plot
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT 
The program output includes the input data printout, the printout of points of inter-
section for cross-section plots, and a plot vector file to be postprocessed for off-line 
machine plots.
Input Data Printout 
The card images of all the input data - configuration description and plot cards - 
are printed. Cards for a sample case input deck are listed in table I. 
Cross-Section Plot Printout 
The points of intersection of the cutting plane and the given body may be printed as 
specified on the cross-section plot card. The actual points in the original coordinate 
system, the actual points in the scaled coordinate system, the rotated and projected points 
in the original coordinate system, and the rotated and projected points in the scaled 
coordinate system may be chosen for printing or printing of the intersection points may 
be omitted entirely. Since the plane of intersection is always transformed into the 
YZ-plane, the rotated x-coordinates should be all zeros. The equation of the plane is 
also printed.
Plot Vector File 
A plot vector file is generated during execution of both plot options - three-
dimensional orthographic or cross sectional. The plot vector file can be postprocessed 
on the same computer run or at a later time for the desired plotting device. 
MACHINE SETUP 
This program was written in FORTRAN Version IV for Control Data series 6000 
computer systems with the Scope 3 operating system and library tape as modified for the 
Langley computer facility. Tape unit 5 is used for input, unit 6 for output, and units 7 
and 10 for intermediate storage. Approximately 60000 octal locations of core storage 
are required and the processing of information for one plot is less than 1 minute of com-
puter time.
OPERATIONAL DETAILS 
The graphic output system at Langley Research Center is in two parts: (1) a device 
independent graphic language which produces a plot vector file containing only plotting
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commands, and (2) a set of postprocessors which format the output of the graphic language 
to a particular graphic device or devices. 
Subroutines PSEUDO, NFRAME, NOTATE, and LINE are the basic subroutines used 
from the graphic software package. Subroutine PSEUDO causes the necessary parameters 
and linkage to be set up to output a device independent plot vector file for postprocessing 
for a particular plotting device. Subroutine NFRAME provides a means of executing a 
frame advance movement. Alphanumeric information for annotation and labeling is drawn 
by subroutine NOTATE. Subroutine LINE draws a continuous line through a set of succes-
sive data points where the minimum values and scale factors are stored at the end of the 
data arrays.
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A computer program has been written to define mathematically an arbitrary curved 
surface in surface-patch-equation form. Although the program is oriented toward air-
craft configurations, it can be used to model mathematically any three-dimensional object 
by using an alternate data input format. Parametric cubic spline curves are fitted to the 
input data points to define the boundary-curve slopes. These slopes and the corner points 
are the necessary components of the surface patch equations. Program options include 
the application of three-dimensional rotation equations directly to the patch equations for 
plotting the surface at any desired viewing angle and the solution of a number of patches 
and a plane for generating cross-section or contour plots of an object or surface. Output 
from this program has been used to drive Calcomp, Gerber, and Varian plotters. The 
program has also been used for on-line display on a cathode-ray-tube device. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., February 28, 1975. 
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APPENDIX A 
PARAMETRIC CUBIC SPLINE SPACE CURVES 
The derivatives in u and w at the corners of the surface patches are required 
for the surface equation. The grid points which determine the boundary curves are fitted 
in the w-direction and then in the u-direction for computation of the derivatives. A 
parametric cubic spline curve fit technique by Timothy E. Johnson of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology is used. 
Parametric cubics are the lowest order polynomial with the property of being able 
to twist through space. The spline curve exhibits the usual meaning of smoothness by 
minimizing curvature. Parametric curves are not sensitive to infinite slopes. 
For purposes of completeness a brief description of the method follows as well as 
an explanation of the calling sequence for Subroutine SPFIT which utilizes this method. 
A series of adjacent polynomial segments between each pair of given points is 
used to represent the curve. 
The component cubic parametric equations are 
X(t) = A t3 + B t2 + Ct + D 
Y(t) = At3 + Bt2 + C y t + D 
Z(t) = A t3 + Bzt2 + Czt + Dz 
where all operations are performed once on each component equation. 
The component equations will be represented by 
P(t) = At 3 + Bt  + Ct + D	 (1) 
The tangent parametric slopes at each point define the coefficients of the cubic seg-
ments and must be determined so that the tangent slopes give a smooth curve. 
The given points P1 , P2 , . . ., P have the corresponding tangent slopes 
P, P, . . ., P and the independent variable t varies so that 0 t L where L 
is the chord length between the given points. (See sketch (f).)
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Sketch (f) 
The boundary conditions for one cubic segment P(t) can be written as 
P(0) = P1 
P(L 1) = P2 
dP(t) - 
- 
w-t=o 
dP(t) 
= dt	 2 t=L1 
The coefficients of equation (1) can be written in terms of the end points and para-
metric slopes for a given segment 
P(0) = D1 = P1 
dP(t) 
=	 = 
dtto 
and
PL3	 12
	 + P ( 1) = AL,	 1	 1  = P2 
dP(t) 
= 3AL 1 2 + 2BL 1 + P'1 = 
dttL 
Solving the last two equations yields 
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2(P 1 - P2) PI 	 P 
A1=	
L13 
(2-1) B1=	
L12	 L1 L1 
The coefficients for each adjoining segment are found in the same manner. 
The adjacent cubic segments can be related by setting the second derivatives equal 
at the common points. 
For equal second derivatives at P2 
d2 P(t) = d2P(t) 
dt2 	 dt2 t=L 1 	 t=O 
6A1 L 1 + 2B 1 = 2B 2 	 (2) 
Substituting the expressions for A and B into equation (2) and collecting terms give 
in terms of the unknown slopes: 
L2 P'1 + 2(L2 + L 1) P'2 + L1P'3 =
	
	
- P2) +L 2 2 (P2 - P 
L1L2L 1 
This equation may be written over all segments in matrix notation: 
L2	 2(L1 + L2)	 L1	 0	 P 	 3 /L 1 L 2 [L 12 (P3 - P2) ,L22 (p2 -	 - 
L3	 2(L2 + L3)	 L2	 P 	 3/L 2L3[L2 
2 (P4 - P3) + L32 (P 3 - 
	
L4	 2(L3+L4)	 L3	 P 
0 L2 2 P3/L2L1[2(P -
	
+ L1(P1 - P2)] 
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Since there are two more unknowns than there are equations, the second derivatives at 
P1
 and P are made equal to zero. The Thomas Algorithm, which is equivalent to 
Gaussian Elimination without pivoting, is used for solving the tridiagonal matrix. The 
cubic coefficients are normalized so that the parametric space for each curve segment 
varies from 0 to 1: 
A' = AL3 
B' = BL  
C' =
 CL 
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BICUBIC SURFACE PATCHES 
This appendix is a brief description of the surface patch method used in pro-
gram D3400. 
The x-, y-, and z-coordinates of surface points are functions of two variables 
u and w:
X = f(u,w) 
Y = g(u,w) 
Z = h(u,w) 
v=(xYZ) 
The vector V(u,w) is a function of the two variables, u and w, which take on only the 
values between 0.0 and 1.0. 
The method builds a surface by joining surface "patches." A surface patch can be 
thought of as a portion of a surface bounded by four space curves: (0,w), (1,w), (u,0), 
and (u,1). 
The surface patch equation used is 
V(u,w) = UMMtWt 
where
U=Cu3	 u2 u	 i] 
w=[w3	 w 2 w	 1] 
V(0,0) v(0,1) V(0)0) v(0,1) 
v(1,0) v(1,1) v(1,0) Vw(l,l) - 
B=
Vu(O , O) V (0 , 1 ) Vuw(0 ) O ) Vuw(O,l) 
v ( 1 , 0) v ( 1 , 1 ) v (1 , 0 ) Vuw(l,l)
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This 4 x 4 matrix is called a boundary matrix as it contains only geometric properties 
from the boundary curves: corner coordinates, corner slopes, and corner twists. (The 
corner twists are all made equal to zero in the present application.) These quantities 
are constants and grouped systematically in the matrix. 
The blending function matrix M provides a blending effect from one surface patch 
into an adjoining patch 
2 -2 1 1 
-3 3 -2 -1 
M=
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0
Since the matrix product MBMt is constant, the pre- and post-multiplications are 
performed and the equation stored as S = MBMt for further computer processing. It is 
a simple matter, then, for writing an expression for u with w held fixed or u held 
fixed and w varying. 
For a detailed development of the surface patch equation, see reference 1. Refer-
ence 2 presents the bicubic form of the surface patch equation as used in this report. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FILE AND METHOD OF STORAGE
FOR SURFACE PATCH EQUATIONS 
Program D3400 computes and stores by columns of the surface grid the patch 
matrix equations using the previously stored lines of grid points. A disk file is used for 
temporary storage of the elements of all the patch matrix equations. 
The elements and certain other information are written in binary on disk unit 7 in 
the following format. FORTRAN names from the given program are used for illustration. 
Record	 Name
	 Purpose 
ABC(8) Identification 
2	 XMIN Minimum X of the entire body 
XMAX Maximum X of the entire body 
YMIN Minimum Y of the entire body 
YMAX Maximum Y of the entire body 
ZMIN Minimum	 Z	 of the entire body 
ZMAX Maximum	 Z	 of the entire body 
NOW Total number of objects (or components) to form the 
complete body 
3	 (for NOBJ1) 
NSURF Number of surfaces in object 
Ml Not used 
M2(2) Name of object (for printing only) 
M3 Not used 
M4 Not used
(for NSURF1) 
Ni	 Number of rowwise patches (NCOL - 1) 
N2	 Number of columnwise patches (NROW - 1) 
N3	 Not used 
N4	 Not used 
N5	 Not used 
5	 PATCH (4,4,3) 	 48 elements of a patch equation are written by columns 
as one record 
(Record 5 is repeated for Ni x N2 patches taken by columns over the 
surface grid) 
(Records 4, 5, and so forth are repeated for each NSURF from record 3) 
(Repeat record 3 for each NOW as given in record 2 and repeat records 4, 
5, and so forth as required)
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ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS USING

SURFACE PATCH EQUATIONS 
The orthographic projections illustrated in this report are created by rotating each 
patch element to the desired viewing angle, transforming the rotated patch into a coordi-
nate system in the plane of the paper, and computing actual coordinates from the patch 
equation. The body coordinate system is coincident with the fixed system in the plane 
of the paper when all the rotation angles are zero; for example, the configuration X-axis 
and Y-axis would coincide with the paper for plots in the X'Y' paper plane. 
The rotations of the body and its coordinate system to give a desired viewing angle 
are specified by angles of yaw, pitch, and roll (v i , 0, and p), shown in sketch (g). 
The equations used to transform the patch equations defining the body with a set of 
rotation equations (/, 0, and p) into the desired paper plane are 
S = Sx(cos 0 cos Vi) + S(_sin Vi cos 0 + sin 9 cos Vi sin () 
+ S ( sin Vi sin 0 + sin 9 cos Vi cos 
S = Sx(cos 9 sin Vi) + S(cos Vi cos + sin 9 sin Vi sin 
+ S (-cos Vi sin q + sin 0 sin Vi cos
Y, 
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S = S,(-sin 0) + S(cos 0 sin (P) + s (cos 0 cos 4)) 
Each element of the patch equation is rotated to the desired viewing angle and then 
transformed into a coordinate system in the plane of the paper. Only two of the preceding 
equations, determined by the desired paper plane, are used and result in a two-component 
patch equation. 
The body surface plots may be enriched to any desired degree. By assigning u a 
value between 0.0 and 1.0, we have two cubic equations in w which may be easily solved 
by varying w from 0.0 to 1.0 for the rotated and projected coordinate values of a line 
across the patch. In a similar manner, w may be assigned a value from 0.0 to 1.0 
resulting in cubic equations in u. By varying u from 0.0 to 1.0, coordinate values are 
generated across the patch in the u-direction. 
An optional hidden-line test is incorporated into the program which may be used to 
provide the capability of deleting most elements on the surface of the configuration which 
would not be seen by a viewer. No provision is made for deleting portions of an element 
or components hidden by other components. 
The surface vector normal to the paper plane is computed at each interpolated point. 
(See ref. 1.) If the surface vector is positive, the computed point faces the viewer and is 
visible; if the surface vector is negative the computed point is not visible and is not 
plotted.. With 
13= Y	 Zu] = Iax DY ;-
DZ 
aul 
W[Xw w ZwI VaWX
aY azi
For one surface, the surface normal vector is 
N=UXW=[J	 J 	 JJ 
where
'u z  
ix =
Yw Zw
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zuxu 
Jy =
z  xw 
xu Yu 
Jz =
Xw Yw 
The visibility of the point under consideration is determined by evaluating only the 
Jacobian outwardly normal to the paper plane at the point. 
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CROSS-SECTION OR CONTOUR PLOTS USING 
SURFACE PATCH EQUATIONS 
By using both the surface patch equation in the form 
V(u,w) = uswT 
where the components of the 4 X 4 matrix S are	 S	 SJ (see appendix B) 
and the equation of a plane 
ax + by + cz -d=0.0 
and equation of the intersection of the plane and the patch surface may be written. Sub-
stitute x = USX WT, y =US y WT,  and z = US ZWT in the preceding equation so that 
U[aSx + bSy + cS ZI WT- ci = 0.0 
The matrix [G] = [aSs + bSy + cSzJ is composed of constant elements and may be eval-
uated for an equation in the two variables u and w 
UGWT=d 
By assigning values to w, a series of cubic equations in u are solved for points on the 
intersection curve of the surface with the plane or values may be assigned to u for 
cubic equations in w to solve for the intersection curve. (See ref. 1.) Only one solution 
for a curve of intersection is allowed. 
The points of the curve of intersection are then rotated and translated so that the 
plane of intersection coincides with the YZ-plane of the paper. The method for rotation 
and translation follows. 
Sketch (h) illustrates the transformation system established by the 3 input points 
used to define the cutting plane.
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Sketch (h) 
The translated and rotated coordinate system used for plotting is shown in sketch (i). 
Sketch (1) 
Sketch (j) illustrates the choosing of three points on a cutting plane when the method 
of defining the plane is by the input of an X-intercept, a roll angle 9, and a Mach number. 
XGF	 One-quarter of Mach cone 
EFGHIJ	 Lies in plane parallel to YZ-plane 
98
xY 
-' ran-0 
JXH	 Mach plane, tangent to cone along IX 
IE	 Projection onto plane JHE of normal to Mach plane at I 
To locate three points on the plane: 
Point X Y Z 
P1 X 0.0 0.0 
P2 XC 0.0 1.0 
P3 X - B 1.0 0.0
where the equation of the plane is expressed as AX + BY + CZ = D with 
A=1.0, B=-j3cos6, C=-j3sinO,and D=X 
z
iI 
Sketch (j) 
By using the three input coordinates that define the cutting plane, two diagonal vec-
tors may be formed with the components:
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Tix 
viX__ v 1 - z 
A OOt' MTrv t' 
Tix= X3 -	 T1 = y3 - y 1	 Tiz = Z 3 - 
T2x = X3 - X2	 T2 = y3 -	 T2z = Z3 - Z2 
The cross products of the diagonal vectors give 
Nx = T2yT 1 - TiyT2z 
N =T ix T 2Z  - T2xTiz 
N  = T2 T 1y - T1xT2y 
which when divided by N = /N X2 + N 2 + Nz2 yield the unit normal vector n of the 
cutting plane
N 
n N 
N 
n
Y N 
Z  
To determine the coordinate system for plotting, two unit vectors lying in the cutting 
plane are needed
where 
= J 	 + T12 + T1z2 
and
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V2X = flyV1Z - flV'y 
V2y = zV ix - flXV,1Z 
V 2Z = X'1Y - flyV1)( 
The transformation matrix becomes 
	
all	 a12	 a13 
	
[A] = a21	 a22	 a23 
	
a31	 a32	 a33 
where
	
all = n X	 a12 = fly	 a13 = 
	
a21 = V1X	 a22=v1y	 a23=vi 
a31 = v2	 a32 =v2	 a33=v2 
The origin of the reference coordinate system is transferred to the first point given 
in defining the cutting plane 
xo	 xl 
yo =[AJ y1 
zo	 zi 
The transformation from the reference to the paper coordinate system is accom-
plishedby:
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TABLE I. - SAMPLE CASE INPUT CARDS 
SI MP 
1	 1 -I	 1	 1 
9494. 
0.	 20.	 50. 
82930 5.05
	 00 
114.1999.90	
-945 
157.98 19.80 -1.85 
239918 46.20 -2.80 
269.23 59940 -4.30 
282.00 66.00 -4.40 
396	 2.75	 -3945 
00	 1.35	 -1.2 
00	 '72	 90875 
00	 •248	 •311 
00	
-.043 -0090 
0.	
-90325 -.075 
0.	 1.069 1.518 
0 0	 •889	 19272 
0 0	 .886	 1.294 
0 0	 0880	 1.375 
0 0	 •880	 1.375 
0 0	 .880	 19375 
00	 70.	 1309 
7.4	 7.4	 1.25 
0.	 96.	 98. 
241.0 31.75 -3.60 
0.	 12.	 24. 
29292 2.79	 3908 
252.0 47.0
	 -2.95
LE CAMBERED CIRCULAR BODY 
65 1 56 
70.	 100. 
180.100 
142. 351 
98.570 
36.719 
15.670 
7.400 
-6.8	 -9.4 
-3.45 -6.8 
-.7825 -29173 
.2995 .2385 
-.110 -.1224 
-.100 -.1324 
1,451	 0. 
1.136 0. 
1.087 0. 
1.155 0. 
1.155 0. 
1.155 0, 
2000	 260,	 312. 
-7.45 -10.2 -1002 
79.	 62.	 0. 
34.5 
3.1 
35.3	 285.36 47.0
	 6.31	 4.77 
0 0	 30.	 50.	 70.	 100. 
0 0	 •76	 .977	 .927	 00 
10. 4.	 8. 
• Z
	 -45. 10. -309 
• Z
	 -45. 10. -30. 
• Z OUT-45. 10. -30. 
2 
2000 00	 00	 2000 00	 1.	 2000	 1. 
2000 00	 00	 2000 00	 1.	 200. 1. 
-10. 00	 0.	 0.	 45.	 102 
2.5 
-100 00	 00	 55.	 45.	 102 
5.
1	 4	 1	 5
REF A 
XAF 5 
wAFOPG I 
wAFORG 3 
wAFORO 5 
wAFOPG 9 
wAFORGI 1 
WAFOPG 12 
TZORD I 
TZORD 3 
TZORD 5 
TZORD 9 
TZORD 11 
TZORO 12 
WAFOPO I 
WAFORD 3 
WAFORD 5 
WAFORD 9 
WAFORD1 1 
WAFORD12 
XFUS	 6 
ZFUS 6 
AFUS 6 
PODORG 2 
xPO0 
POD P 
FINORG 2 
XF IN 
F I NORO 
IS.	 V1J3	 2 
15. OPT	 2 
15. OPT 5 6 2 
15. OPT 5 6 2
	 1 
0.	 •30	 0. 16.PNT 
00	 .30	 20.-16.pNT 8 8 
.1	 0. 16.ANG 8 8202 
.1	 20916.ANG 8 8482 
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(c) Hidden lines omitted.

Figure 2.- Aircraft configurations from patch definition. 
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